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By Mark Anderson 

 

T
he federal government is 
intent on appealing the 
dismissal of charges 
against Nevada rancher 
Cliven Bundy, two of his 

sons, and another supporter stem-
ming from their now-legendary 
protest against Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM) policies, as reported 
in AFP’s front-page story in the Aug. 
27 & Sept. 3, 2018 issue. 

During the holidays, AFP caught 
up with family patriarch Cliven 
Bundy to get his take on the situation 
at this one-year anniversary of the 
Jan. 8, 2018 ruling and the five-year 
anniversary of the April 2014 protest. 

The Bundys had faced various 
charges of conspiracy, obstruction, 
threats, and assault for the protest, 
which involved peacefully squaring 

off with federal agents and contrac-
tors who showed up to seize the fam-
ily’s cattle under court order. The 
high-profile case was dismissed by 

U.S. District Judge Gloria M. Navar-
ro, however. After a long, grueling tri-
al, during which Bundy and the oth-
er defendants languished in jail amid 
sometimes harsh treatment, she 
scolded the government for its con-
duct in the case, finding that feder-
al prosecutors had concealed evi-
dence favorable to the defense. The 
judge dismissed the case “with prej-
udice,” meaning the government 
should not be allowed to retry the de-
fendants regarding the protest.  

“My attorney [Larry Klayman of 
Judicial Watch] just wrote a letter to 

How does America get out of its 
endless cycle of perpetual war?  
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Christian writer Bre Payton dies at 
26—allegedly from swine flu.  
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Mysterious group claims it has 
incriminating 9/11 documents.  
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New conspiracy journal launched 
by prominent radio show host. 
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Feds Go After 
Bundys Again 

 

• Rancher updates AFP readers on persecution of family

See BUNDYS, page 8
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W
hatever we may think of Dwight 
D. Eisenhower, we were re-
cently reminded of his famous 
talk in August 1959 in London, 
where he remarked, “I think 

that people want peace so much that one of 
these days governments had better get out of 
the way and let them have it.” 

After decades of fighting wars on multiple 
fronts, the American people have clearly had 
it with war—so much so that two years ago 
they elected a president who, on the cam-
paign trail, excoriated the power elite for their 
stupid wars and promised to bring our troops 
home from every far-off country that previous 
presidents had ordered them to police. 

And so it was that President Donald Trump 
made two bold moves recently, both of which 
will define his presidency—assuming he does-
n’t furiously backpedal under pressure from 
the warmongers, the chicken hawks, and the 
military profiteers who inhabit the swamp 
that is our nation’s capital. 

This week we continue to celebrate the 
president’s announcement that U.S. troops, 
who are currently illegally occupying the 
northwestern part of Syria, will be packing up 
their gear and returning soon to the U.S. 

And if that’s not great news, we are also re-
porting that, finally, after 17 long years, the 
United States is trying to negotiate peace with 
the previous rulers of Afghanistan, the Tal-
iban, who according to recent reports now 
control half of that country.   

Keep in mind that it is impossible to calcu-
late the exact amount of money U.S. taxpay-
ers have spent on the wars in Afghanistan 
and Syria. If you believe the Pentagon, U.S. 

taxpayers have spent around $45 billion a 
year in Afghanistan alone, or nearly a trillion 
dollars since the U.S. first invaded the coun-
try a month after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. In 
truth, it’s probably significantly higher than 
that figure, since under President Barack 
Obama the number of U.S. troops ballooned 
to around 100,000, not including the tens of 
thousands of private mercenaries who have 
been hired by the Pentagon.  

Today, the U.S. has around 16,000 troops 
left in the mountainous country. 

As for Syria, it’s even harder to get an ac-
curate figure of just how much U.S. taxpayers 
have had to fork over to not just keep U.S. 
forces in Syria but to fund and arm the radi-
cal groups that have been trying to overthrow 
the government there. According to estimates 
by anti-war groups, the best guess is that the 
U.S. has ponied up around $100 billion for 
Syria, which includes the dozens of cruise 
missiles they’ve fired at it. 

All told, a report by the Defense Depart-
ment released in late 2018 indicates that, 
since the Sept. 11 attacks, “the collective wars 
in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria have cost more 
than $1.5 trillion”—a huge sum of money to 
waste even when you consider that it doesn’t 
include any black operations carried out by 
the CIA or payments to private mercenary 
firms.  

We’d be remiss if we didn’t bring up a prob-
lem with all of this, though. No sooner had 
Trump made his announcement last Decem-
ber that he was declaring victory in Syria and 
scaling back operations in Afghanistan, then 
the Deep State ran behind his back to tell the 
press, “No, in point of fact, the president is 

not doing any of that.”  
On a trip to Israel of all places, Trump’s na-

tional security advisor, John Bolton, who has 
never seen a war he didn’t like, publicly con-
tradicted the president, saying U.S. troops 
would be staying in Syria until all of the rad-
ical Islamists in the region were defeated and 
Turkey guaranteed they were not going to at-
tack the Kurds. 

For what it’s worth, Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo did echo Trump’s original call for 
bringing home U.S. troops, saying the presi-
dent’s withdrawal plan does not change the 
mission of destroying the Islamic State terror 
group.  

So the question remains, who will be set-
ting policy for the United States: John Bolton 
or Donald Trump? 

In this week’s issue, S.T. Patrick, Phil Gi-
raldi, and Dr. Ron Paul all tackle this issue 
with the kind of objectivity you could only ex-
pect from AMERICAN FREE PRESS. Read their 
contributions carefully and then take a mo-
ment to write down your own thoughts in a 
letter and send it to us. Tell us what you think. 
Is Trump right to bring our troops home, or do 
we owe it to our allies to remain in the Middle 
East, even if it means we will bankrupt the na-
tion? We will publish your thoughtful letters 
in upcoming issues. H 

 

 
 
 

—CHRISTOPHER J. PETHERICK 
Executive Editor 

Don’t Let Neocons Sabotage Peace, Mr. President
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News You May Have Missed
 

What About America First? 
 
When the Senate kicked off the new 116th Con-
gress in January, you would think that the first bill 
out of the gates would be something that benefits 
American voters. You’d be wrong, though. News 
website “The Intercept” reports that the first bill, 
titled the “Strengthening America’s Security in the 
Middle East Act of 2019” (S. 1), does nothing for 
U.S. voters or businesses. Instead, the measure 
sponsored by Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) promises 
more economic and military aid to Israel, further 
mires the U.S. in the Middle East, and unconstitu-
tionally gives states and local governments the 
authority to boycott any individual or business 
that supports the so-called Boycott, Divestment, 
and Sanctions movement targeting Israel. 
 

The Patriarchy Doesn’t Exist 
 
According to a new study by the University of Es-
sex and the University of Missouri-Columbia and 
published in the journal Plos One, women are 
better off in more countries than men are. The re-
searchers looked at almost 7 billion people 
around the world, analyzing different kinds of 
hardship and discrimination facing both men and 
women. What they found ran counter to the cur-
rent narrative that women are discriminated 
against around the world. In fact, they found that 
men have it harder in 91 countries out of 134. 
Among the countries listed, the UK, the U.S., and 
Australia all discriminate against men more while 
Italy, Israel, and China are harder environments 
for women. The study noted that this is largely 
due to men receiving harsher punishments for 
the same crime, compulsory military service, and 
more occupational deaths than women.  
 

Higher Prices 
 
According to a new study from Johns Hopkins 
University, the United States, on a per capita basis, 
spends much more on healthcare than any other 
developed country, and the chief reason behind 
this disparity is not due to “greater healthcare uti-
lization” or better service but simply higher prices. 
 

The Bias Business 
 
Jill Abramson, the first female executive editor of 
The New York Times, called out her former em-
ployer for being biased in her new book, Mer-
chants of Truth: The Business of News and the 
Fight for Facts. She said that the paper has a 
business incentive to bash President Donald 
Trump regularly in its hard-news coverage be-
cause that is what the paper’s liberal readers and 
subscribers want. “Given its mostly liberal audi-
ence,” she wrote, “there was an implicit financial 
reward for the Times in running lots of Trump 
stories, almost all of them negative: They drove 
big traffic numbers and, despite the blip of can-
cellations after the election, inflated subscrip-
tion orders to levels no one anticipated.” 

 
More Bias Business  

 
Veteran reporter William Arkin recently an-
nounced he was leaving NBC and MSNBC, blast-
ing them as “stenographic servants of the secu-
rity state agencies” for their pro-war bias. Noting 
that ex-generals and CIA officials dominate the 
NBC/MSNBC airwaves, Arkin wrote: “In many 
ways NBC just began emulating the national se-
curity state itself—busy and profitable.” 
 

Gun Sales Skyrocket in Europe 
 
Despite the fact that Europe maintains the 
strictest gun control laws in the Western world, 
firearms sales have been surging largely due to 
the growing threat of terrorism. According to 
The Wall Street Journal, in Germany, the number 
of legally registered weapons rose roughly 10% to 
6.1 million people in the last few years. In Bel-
gium, applications for shooting licenses doubled 
in the same time frame.  
 

Was it Putin or a Cricket? 
 
Last September, on the anniversary of the Sept. 
11 attacks, NBC news breathlessly reported what 
they considered to be a major exclusive scoop: 
Russia is “the main suspect” in what the network 
said were “mysterious attacks” on U.S. personnel 
in Cuba, which reportedly led to “brain injuries.” 
NBC relied on former CIA operative Ken Dilanian 
to explain that “sophisticated microwaves or an-
other type of electromagnetic weapon were likely 
used on the U.S. government workers” and that 
it was Russia which likely engineered the at-

tack.” In 2017, Associated Press reportedly ob-
tained and published recordings of what they 
claimed was the sound the embassy personnel 
complained of hearing. In early December, how-
ever, two scientists, Alexander Stubbs of Berke-
ley and Fernando Montealegre-Z of the UK’s Uni-
versity of Lincoln released their own findings on 
the purported sound, pouring cold water on the 
breathless reports. In an interview with The New 
York Times, Stubbs emphasized the certainty of 
his findings, noting, “I can say fairly definitively 
that the AP-released recording is of a cricket, 
and we think we know what species it is.” 

 
Gene Editing 

 
According to news and commentary website 
“Business Insider,” billionaire computer maker 
Bill Gates recently warned that gene editing is 
one of the most promising new approaches to 
treating human diseases, but it also raises “enor-
mous” ethical questions. Gates noted systems 
whereby the rich could design their offspring to 
be smarter, healthier, and stronger “could make 

inequity worse, especially if it is available only for 
wealthy people.” He added, “I am surprised that 
these issues haven’t generated more attention 
from the general public. . . . This might be the 
most important public debate we haven’t been 
having widely enough.” Gene editing allows sci-
entists to make powerful, precise changes to a 
person’s DNA, typically to fix a defective gene. 

 
Mile-High Tsunamis 

 
When a massive dinosaur-killing asteroid col-
lided with Earth more than 65 million years ago, 
reported Live Science magazine in December, it 
did it with such force that it blasted a nearly 
mile-high tsunami through the Gulf of Mexico 
that reverberated across the world’s oceans. Ac-
cording to new research presented by the De-
partment of Earth and Environmental Sciences at 
the University of Michigan, the nine-mile-wide as-
teroid, known as the Chicxulub asteroid, caused 
so much destruction, it’s no wonder the asteroid 
ended the dinosaur age, leading to the so-called 
Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) extinction. “The 
Chicxulub asteroid resulted in a huge global 
tsunami, the likes of which have not been seen in 
modern history,” lead researcher Molly Range 
told Live Science.

BILL GATES

AFP is now taking major cryptocurrencies such 
as bitcoin and ethereum. If you would like to pay 
using these or other cryptocurrencies, please 
call 202-544-5977.

Scientists analyzing recordings of “sonic at-
tacks” against U.S. diplomats in Cuba say the 
source may be a species of Caribbean cricket.

https://www.apnews.com/88bb914f8b284088bce48e54f6736d84
https://www.apnews.com/88bb914f8b284088bce48e54f6736d84
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By S.T. Patrick 

 
 

R
adio host John Ziegler was not sup-
posed to stymie veteran journalist and 
author Michael Isikoff. Ziegler was a 
friendly interviewer for Isikoff, the co-
author of Russian Roulette: The In-

side Story of Putin’s War on America and the 
Election of Donald Trump. But Isikoff, one of 
the earliest Washington, D.C. journalists to go all-
in on Russiagate, is now in a precarious situa-
tion. Certain that special prosecutor Robert 
Mueller would find clear evidence that the 2016 
Donald Trump campaign had colluded with Russ-
ian agents to use hacked DNC emails to influence 
voters, Isikoff had also eagerly accepted the now-
dubious Steele dossier as fact. Two years later, the 
initial Russiagate thesis is dwindling and its major 
proponents have been left twisting in the wind. 

In the guest introduction, Ziegler calls Isikoff 
“one of the few journalists he actually respects” 
and declares himself a “big fan.” Listeners then 
know that this is going to be a game of slow-pitch 
softball with Isikoff batting clean-up. So when 
asked to compare Trump’s situation with that of 
pre-impeachment Bill Clinton, Isikoff carefully 
now sidesteps the direct accusations made in his 
339-page book.  

Ten months after its publication, Isikoff now 
says, “Look, with Donald Trump, I think it’s fair to 
say we don’t have the full, complete evidence of 
what prosecutors have accumulated… . We don’t 
know exactly what [Michael] Cohen’s testimony is 
about his conversations with then-candidate 
Trump. . . . We still need to know exactly what the 
evidence is on this case.” 

In comparing Clinton to Trump throughout the 
interview, Isikoff pointed out that it was the story 
of sexual compromise in a Russian hotel room 
that really had kicked off the Russiagate theo-
ries. But it is that story, the tale of Trump and 
Russian hookers, that Isikoff surprisingly and 
openly calls the “sensational, uncorroborated al-
legation in the Steele dossier that kicked off the 
Russia story into outer orbit.” 

Isikoff’s mention of the Steele dossier prompted 
a follow-up from the host, who said, in the ques-
tion, that the dossier had been “unfairly derided, 
especially by Trump fans.” Having just set up his 
guest to hit from the tee, Ziegler asks, “Would you 
agree that a lot of what is in the Steele dossier has 
been at least somewhat vindicated?” The use of 
qualifying terms in the question allowed Isikoff 
an enormous amount of room to say, “Yes.”  

“No,” Isikoff answered. 
“You would not?” Ziegler asks, sounding com-

pletely stunned. 
“No,” Isikoff repeats. 
When Ziegler asked why Isikoff now questions 

the document upon which much of his book’s 
thesis was based, Isikoff attempted to dance 
around the outer edges of the issue without flatly 
denying the dossier, and thus his own work. 

“I think, in broad strokes, Christopher Steele 
was clearly on to something, that there was a ma-
jor Kremlin effort to interfere in our elections,” 
Isikoff said cautiously with a wide array of care-
ful pauses, “that they were trying to help Trump’s 
campaign, and that there were multiple contacts 
between various Russian figures close to the gov-
ernment and various figures in Trump’s campaign. 
That much has been established by the public 
record.” 

Then came the surprise clarification that Trump 
supporters never saw coming from the veteran of 
The Washington Post, Newsweek, and NBC News.  

“When you actually get into the details of the 
Steele dossier, the specific allegations, we have 
not seen the evidence to support them,” Isikoff 
said. “In fact, there is good grounds to think that 
some of the more sensational allegations will 
never be proven and are likely false. So I think it’s 
a mixed record at this point. . . . Based on the pub-
lic record at this point, I have to say that most of 
the specific allegations have not been borne out.”    

Near the end of the interview, Ziegler finally 
asked Isikoff the biggest question at hand: Is the 
case for Russian collusion imploding? Isikoff 
stumbled over some words and answered in an at-
tempt to save his own credibility. 

“I think the case we made in Russian Roulette, 
that the Russian government launched an un-

precedented effort to interfere in our democratic 
process, is rock solid,” Isikoff said. “I think that 
case has been more than supported by Robert 
Mueller’s investigation. . . . That’s real. . . . Whether 
that translates into the magic word ‘collusion’ or 
‘criminal charges to others in the Trump cam-
paign’ . . . we are not there, and I think the evi-
dence is growing that we are likely not going to be 
there. All the signs to me are that Mueller is reach-
ing his end game and that we may see less than 
what many people want him to find.” 

Isikoff is surprisingly honest in the interview. 
He is one of the many journalists who are now 
having to recognize the harsh reality of their with-
ering political dreams if they want to continue 
with this story. Mueller, himself, who was recently 
granted another six months to make his case, has 
had to widen the scope of the investigation be-
cause the original Russiagate collusion story is 
faulty—or nonexistent. While there have been un-
ethical misdoings by some officials that have sur-
rounded Trump, the Russiagate story is, from all 
appearances, a stockpile of “fake news.” H 
—— 

 
S.T. Patrick holds degrees in both journalism and social studies educa-

tion. He spent 10 years as an educator and now hosts the “Midnight Writer 
News Show.” His email is STPatrickAFP@gmail.com. He is also an occasional  
contributor to TBR history magazine and the current managing editor of Deep 
Truth Journal (DTJ), a new conspiracy-focused publication. To get a copy of 
DTJ’s 132-page inaugural Fall/Winter 2018 edition, please send $15 plus $4 S&H 
inside the U.S. to FBF Books, P.O. Box 873, Locust Grove, VA 22508.

Russiagate Collusion Theory Collapses 
• Former mainstream journalist begins questioning infamous Steele Dossier

Radio host John Ziegler recently interviewed 
Michael Isikoff, the author of a salacious book called 
Russian Roulette. In the interview, Isikoff says that 
the information in the Steele Dossier is greatly exag-
gerated. This came as a surprise to Ziegler.

Audio CD: The Russia Hoax: The Illicit Scheme to  
Clear Hillary Clinton and Frame Donald Trump 

 

Fox News legal analyst Gregg Jarrett reveals the real story behind Hillary Clinton’s Deep State collabora-
tors in government and exposes their nefarious actions during and after the 2016 election. The Russia 
Hoax AUDIO CD reveals how persons within the FBI and Barack Obama’s Justice Department worked 
improperly to help elect Hillary Clinton and defeat Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election. When 

this suspected effort failed, those same people appear to have pursued a contrived investigation of President Trump 
in an attempt to undo the election results and remove him as president. The evidence suggests that partisans within 
the FBI and the Department of Justice, driven by personal animus and a misplaced sense of political righteousness, 
surreptitiously acted to subvert electoral democracy in our country. Narrated by Gregg Jarrett and Charles Con-
stant. 8 hours and 29 minutes. Plays on CD players. $35. Use the form on page 24 to order from AFP.
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS or LOSE THEM!
If you don’t know ’em . . . You don’t use ’em!

LEARN Your RIGHTS the easy way with the 

2019 FREEDOM CALENDAR 
New for 2019—Call 651-771-5234
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—DAN PILLA [SR.]

The Bill of Rights 
shouts: No . . . No 

to government. 
“Thou shalt not” 
to gov’t agents!

In any controversy 
over $20, the right of 
trial by jury shall be 

preserved.

“I cannot be com-
pelled to answer your 
question NOT to be a 
witness against my-

self.” “No comment.”

Right to Keep Arms

What is a C i G?—Do you know?? Are you ignorant of your rights? 
You better learn—knowledge is Power!

Become an 
INFORMED Juror!

Shows where the 
Jury preserved 

FREEDOM by voting 
“NOT GUILTY” 
on BAD LAWS.

Most state constitutions 
declare all land to be 
Allodial. ALLODIAL: 

“Freehold; free of rent 
or service; held inde-

pendent . . .” (Meaning 
property in land 
is not taxable.) 

I have timely exercised 
my 1st, 5th and 9th 

Amendment RIGHTS to 
remain SILENT, the 

RIGHT not to speak or 
write on paper.”

Any way you 
figure it:

“Due to violations against the Constitution, more crime is committed in 
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By Donald Jeffries 

 
 

O
n Dec. 28, 2018, Bre Payton, 26-year-
old staff writer for the conservative 
website “The Federalist,” died sud-
denly. Payton’s friend, San Diego 
politician Morgan Murtaugh, found 

her unresponsive early in the morning of the 27th. 
She was rushed to a hospital, and a web page that 
was very quickly set up informed the public, “Af-
ter a CT scan and hours of testing, they have de-
termined she has the H1N1 flu and possibly 
meningitis.” She was placed in a medically in-
duced coma and deteriorated rapidly. Murtaugh 
announced her death in a tweet on Friday: “Thank 
you everyone for your prayers. It is with a heavy 
heart that I type this. Unfortunately Bre has 
passed. Please send prayers to her family. Rest in 
paradise, you beautiful soul.”  

The Washington, D.C.-based Payton was in Cal-
ifornia to guest host a show on the One America 
News Network.  

Jack Posobiec, a regular host on the network, 
expressed the startling abruptness of her death: 
“Everyone says she seemed perfectly fine on 
Wednesday when she hosted. Bre was a young 
star who always shared her Christian faith. All of 
us are in shock and tears and we are praying for 
her family.”  

Payton had a bright future ahead of her and had 
already made numerous appearances on televi-
sion networks like Fox News, MSNBC, and CNN. 
Payton was also known to be an “anti-vaxxer,” one 
of an increasing number of Americans aware of 
the strong indications that vaccinations are linked 
to a variety of afflictions, including autism. In 

2011, Payton had tweeted: “State urges more peo-
ple to get vaccinated. . . . No! Vaccines are from 
the devil!”  

Although information from official sources was 
scarce, many online claimed that the particular 
strain that allegedly killed Payton affected no one 
else in the state of California. H1N1 is more com-
monly referred to as the swine flu.  

Payton was said to be reporting on the migrant 
caravan at the time of her death, and barely two 
weeks previously had broken a hard-hitting story 
about Robert Mueller’s team deleting text mes-
sages before they could be reviewed.  

Payton’s deadly illness came on in an aston-
ishingly swift manner. Her last tweets, at 9:36 p.m. 
Wednesday night, consisted of a promo for view-
ers to tune in and watch her guest host the OANN 
program “Tipping Point” and a final reply of “Ap-
preciate it!” to a compliment at 10:06 p.m.  

One doesn’t have to be a so-called conspiracy 
theorist to question how a healthy and vibrant 
26-year-old could be discovered nearly dead from 
some sort of flu/meningitis combination less than 
10 hours later. Everyone reported she’d seemed 
perfectly normal the previous night. It is difficult 
to believe that whatever illness took her life could 
come on so abruptly, without any warning signs.  

While the initial reports mentioned meningitis, 
The New York Times noted in its obituary that 
“Ms. Payton had the H1N1 flu, also known as the 
swine flu, and encephalitis, according to her fam-
ily.”  

Meningitis and encephalitis are two different 
ailments. How could her family have confused 
them?  

In a Jan. 3 “Inside Edition” story headlined, 
“How Did Swine Flu Kill a Rising Political Star in 
Just Hours? Mystery Haunts Family,” it was re-

vealed that her family stated, “She went to bed 
with flu-like symptoms and never woke up.” Her 
father, George, declared, “When I dropped her off 
(at the train), she seemed fine.” Her mother re-
ported speaking to her Wednesday night, when 
she told her she was nauseous and unable to keep 
anything down. “The doctor doesn’t actually know 
. . . what caused all of it,” Payton’s father said, “and 
we may never know.” 

As many have noted on Internet forums, swine 
flu symptoms typically are present for quite some 
time before it becomes a deadly threat.  

Payton had exhibited rare courage for a jour-
nalist, especially one of such tender years. She had 
exposed how her local municipality installed $2 
million of special “artistic lighting” under a high-
way where a bunch of homeless people lived, 
forcing them to relocate. She once witnessed a 
junkie overdose in public and had to prod police, 
who were ignoring the situation, into taking life-
saving measures.  

Many in the alternative media compared her 
death to those of journalist Michael Hastings, who 
strangely ran his car into a tree at a very high 
speed after announcing he was going off the grid 
to break a huge story, and the founder of Breitbart 
News, Andrew Breitbart, who dropped dead at a 
young age immediately upon declaring he was 
going to blow the lid off of Barack Obama’s real 
history. Short life expectancies are common 
among those who challenge the Deep State. H 
—— 

Donald Jeffries is a highly respected author and researcher whose work 
on the JFK, RFK and MLK assassinations and other high crimes of the Deep State 
has been read by millions of people across the world. Jeffries is also the author 
of two books currently being sold by AFP BOOKSTORE.

What Really Killed Rising Journalist? 
• Christian conservative writer Bre Payton dies, allegedly from freakish case of swine flu
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BRE PAYTON

THE DEEP STATE 

How an Army of Bureaucrats Protected Barack Obama 
and Is Working to Destroy the Trump Agenda  

Former Congressman and current Fox News contributor Jason Chaffetz explains 
how we ended up with a politicized federal bureaucracy that actively works to pro-
mote the Democrat party agenda and undermine Donald Trump. The liberal 
media loves to characterize the Obama years as free of scandal. They pretend this 

is true because virtually every office in the executive branch worked to withhold evidence 
of wrongdoing, silence witness testimony, destroy federal records, classify embarrassing in-
formation, and retaliate against truth tellers. Yet these same tight-lipped lifers leaked like a 
sieve once President Trump was sworn in, freely promoting the illusion that everything he 
does is the new Watergate. Hardback, 256 pages, $29 plus $6 S&H inside the U.S. from 
AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call toll free 
1-888-699-6397 to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET or visit www.AmericanFreePress.net.
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By Mark Anderson 

T
he head of one of the world’s oldest 
elite foreign policy institutions in Lon-
don is calling for the world’s pro-glob-
alist think tanks to unite like never 
before, lest their neoliberal world or-

der dissolve in the rising populist tide. 
Chatham House Director Dr. Robin Niblett, in 

an 11,000-word article entitled “Rediscovering a 
Sense of Purpose: The Challenge for Western 
Think Tanks,” declared: “To devise a common 
work [program], do think tanks from across the 
world also need to possess a common sense of 
purpose? After something like a hundred years of 
think tank experience, the answer is yes.”  

Chatham House, also known as the Royal In-
stitute of International Affairs, is a member of the 
original array of gilded private institutes that 
arose and revolutionized the world of geo-poli-
tics in the early 20th century. Other major mem-
bers include the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-
national Affairs (shown to have been involved in 
apparently treasonous activities by the Reece 
Committee in the 1950s), along with the Brook-
ings Institution, and, of course, the Council on 
Foreign Relations (CFR).  

Echoing the grave concerns expressed dur-
ing 2018 by CFR President Richard Haass to 
Britain’s House of Lords, Niblett noted in his ar-
ticle that he’s apprehensive about the rise of pop-
ulist politics, the implication being that think-
tanks must either modify their mission or risk 
becoming increasingly irrelevant—possibly to 
the point of losing their grip on influencing gov-
ernment policy largely from “behind the throne,” 
something they’ve perfected ever since the eldest 
think tanks’ early but unsuccessful efforts to 

push the U.S. into the League of Nations, a failed 
forerunner of the United Nations. 

“The deeper challenge for Western think tanks 
is whether they can rediscover a sense of purpose 
as fit for the 21st century as that which mobilized 
their counterparts in the early 20th century,” 
Niblett wrote with noticeable nostalgia regarding 
the early days of stealthy power-brokering. He 
added that the world’s think tanks “need to stand 
for certain core principles of governance that 
have been shown by the experience of the last 100 
years to offer the best prospects for sustainable 
security and prosperity.” 

Exactly whose “sustainable security and pros-
perity” is at stake is never made clear, though the 
pinnacled investment class that undergirds these 
think tanks, and assuredly not the average citi-

zen, is a safe bet. However, Niblett confesses 
that the age of the Internet, whatever its short-
comings, has generally enabled the citizenry to 
become better informed and therefore more 
skeptical of elite opinion. 

Niblett put it as gingerly as he could: “Policy 
audiences appear less interested in the outputs of 
think tanks if they believe that these have no 
public resonance beyond the expert circles in 
which they were developed.”  

Therefore, he added: “Think tanks have to ap-
ply a growing proportion of their resources to 
trying to mobilize popular engagement with their 
ideas. One approach has been to raise their pub-
lic profile by commenting more on current policy 
developments, rather than analyzing their un-
derlying drivers. The danger is that this blurs the 
line between think tanks and the media.” 

What he’s not saying, however, is that these 
tax-exempt outfits have long collaborated with 
the news media, even to the point of media per-
sonnel speaking at, or moderating, programs pro-
duced by these institutions but never reporting 
objectively on them. In this manner, the think 
tanks—lavishly funded by uber-wealthy donors, 
banks, war profiteers, and other well-connected 
entities—help formulate public policy with al-
most nothing in the way of general publicity on 
how their power-centralizing ideas are massaged 
and implemented as public policy. 

Niblett evidently felt compelled to further con-
fess that think tanks, as critics have long con-
tended, really are a bridge between the super-rich 
and government and supply personnel to gov-
ernment itself, beyond formulating policy. 

“In the United States, think tanks became 
holding pens for future appointees to presidential 
administrations, where they developed and 
honed their ideas for future policy,” he reveal-
ingly wrote, adding that a 1974 Brookings Insti-
tution study resulted in the creation of the Con-
gressional Budget Office, and the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies in 1986 
helped reform the command of the U.S. military. 

Such modesty. Authors such as James Perloff 
have shown—via his highly respected book The 
Shadows of Power: The Council on Foreign Re-
lations and the American Decline—that these 
think tanks played a nefarious role in defaming 
and subduing American “isolationism” and ma-
nipulating government policy to assure U.S. entry 
into World War II and, from there, laid the ground-
work for America to police the world, an essen-
tial component of building world government. 

And while Niblett admits that the world’s think 
tanks have at times blundered in their pursuit of 
globalization, and that their worldview has its “in-
herent weaknesses,” he remains confident that 
these think tanks, if they combine forces and ar-
rive at a set of lasting principles with which they 
can re-invent themselves, can continue to short-
circuit national sovereignty and real democratic 
impulses, which they deride as “populism,” and 
instead promote a false democracy as a cover for 
rule by an unelected oligarchy—the very an-
tithesis of democratic government. H
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Globalists Unite Against Populism

Bundys Still Being Targeted
the Justice Department trying to get them to drop 
that appeal,” he told AFP. “They haven’t dropped 
it yet and they indicated they’re going forward with 
it. . . . You know, it’s Judge Navarro . . . I feel like 
she’s the one who needs to defend her decision 
there. But the attorneys don’t look at it that way, 
and they think they’ve got to get in there and have 
a big battle.” 

Bundy agreed that this would violate double 
jeopardy, but the government doesn’t seem to care. 

“They’re questioning [Judge Navarro’s] decision 
and sending her decision to the Ninth Circuit for 
appeal. I don’t see how they can do that, but the 
government just seems like they’re after me. They 
don’t care what they do. They’re going to get me 
one way or the other, I guess.” 

Klayman, who founded Judicial Watch and an-
other government watchdog group, Freedom 
Watch, was quoted Dec. 21, 2018 in a “WND” news 
exclusive as saying: “In light of the history of this 

case and the gross injustice which has already been 
meted out against my client Cliven Bundy, his sons, 
and family by rogue Obama-era prosecutors . . . the 
only reason for an appeal would be to cover up for 
corrupt prosecutors.”  

He added that the behavior of prosecutors in the 
case remains “under review” by the Justice De-
partment’s Office of Professional Responsibility and 
the Inspector General. Unfortunately, Bundy does 
not seem convinced that President Donald Trump 
will step in to shut down the lawsuit. 

“[Former Attorney General Jeff] Sessions was 
supposed to have an investigation of this whole 
thing and supposedly got this rolling forward, but 
we never heard any more about that,” he said. “Ei-
ther Sessions didn’t do what he said he was going 
to do, or he dropped the ball. People are always ask-
ing the question: ‘Who’s pushing the button here’? 
You know, back in the Obama administration, 
maybe one of those people was, but why is 
Trump’s administration doing the same thing?”H

Continued from page 1

AFP roving editor Mark Anderson stands at the 
front door of Chatham House, which houses the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs.
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By S.T. Patrick 

 
 

H
ow does a neoconservative celebrate 
Christmas? In the case of John Pod-
horetz, you spread the season’s greet-
ings by decrying a 1,000-point increase 
in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

If this isn’t your version of being either holly or 
jolly, then you further explain that your disap-
pointment was brought on by the idea that a bet-
ter economy may slow a potential impeachment 
of President Donald Trump. This is exactly what 
Podhoretz did on Twitter the day after Christmas.  

Podhoretz wrote online, “How many people’s 
hearts sank when they saw the Dow went up 1,000 
points because they really hoped Trump had 
plunged us into a bear market that would cause 
GOP legislators to turn on him and support re-
moval after impeachment?” 

A day later, aghast that anyone had an issue 
with his original statement, Podhoretz responded, 
“Some lunatics are claiming this tweet represents 
a celebration of the market drop. I’m actually get-
ting hate mail about it. Everyone is insane.” 

Podhoretz was not the only one to actively 
hope for a faltering economy. Comedian and host 
Bill Maher did so in June.  

“I feel like the bottom has to fall out at some 
point,” Maher said. “By the way, I’m hoping for it 
because one way you get rid of Trump is a crash-
ing economy. So please, bring on the recession. 

Sorry if that hurts people, but it’s either root for a 
recession or you lose your democracy.” 

After receiving substantial criticism for his re-
marks, Maher, whose net worth is $100 million, 
clarified his statements: “A recession is a surviv-
able event. What Trump is doing to this country is 
not.” 

Maher can be excused for his remarks. He is a 
career stand-up comic whose show thrives on his 
ability to say controversial things that will attract 
eyes and ears to the show. It is what he does, and 
it is how his show survives. In the case of the Pod-
horetz tweets, there is a marked difference. 

Podhoretz is a former speechwriter for presi-
dents Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush. He is 
the editor of the conservative Commentary mag-
azine and a columnist for the New York Post. He 
has also written a few books on politics, including 
Bush Country: How Dubya Became a Great Pres-
ident While Driving Liberals Insane. His politi-
cal and literary careers have dealt primarily with 
words. He knows what they mean, he knows their 
effect, and there is no reason to believe that he 
didn’t know exactly what he was doing when he 
wrote the original tweet.    

More than a singular statement from an incon-
sequential commentator, Podhoretz is emblem-
atic of a neoconservative cabal that detests the 
populist wing of the Republican Party. This is a 
wing that may even be willing to leave the party 
for a Libertarian candidate if a viable candidacy 
were to ever emerge. While every pen, keyboard, 
and microphone of the neoconservative faction is 
now pointed directly at the Trump presidency, 
this did not begin in 2016. They detested Pat 
Buchanan’s populist run in 1992 and have spent 
much of the past decade-and-a-half foiling the 
youth- and online-based uprising of Ron Paul sup-
porters. As neoconservatives like Podhoretz see 
their profitable war state crumbling in Syria and 
Afghanistan, they now set their sights on Penn-
sylvania Avenue. This is the new battlefield.  

Podhoretz, like many Generation X neoconser-
vatives, hides behind his own faux hipness as a 
movie and television critic. Comedian Dennis Miller 
called the verbose Podhoretz his “favorite movie 
critic.” But this is what they do, the new era of neo-
cons. Their parents were so steeped in the monu-
mental issues of their day that friendships would 
end over political ideologies. Their children cloak 
their ideology with “Mary Tyler Moore Show” ref-
erences to “Chuckles Bites the Dust.” But in a 
world increasingly more transparent, the true be-
lievers are eventually outed, not by the congres-
sional committees of their parents and not by a Sen. 
Joe McCarthy. They out themselves at some point.  

The health of the Dow is meaningless to most 
Americans. It’s a gamble to a great degree and 
measures little more than the confidence of the in-
vestor class. It does not determine that a mid-
level manager will treat a minimum wage em-
ployee with more humanity and respect. It does 
not fix the perpetual war state or the prison-in-
dustrial complex that exists today. It does not re-
pair a flatlining public education system and it 
does not determine what you will pay at the gas 
pump.  

To many city conservatives like Podhoretz, a 
New York City fixture, the stock market is the 
lifeblood of fiscal and political health. As Ameri-
cans struggle to pay rising energy bills, the neo-
cons openly support the coup. If only there were 
a permanent wall between these two camps.

Neocon Calls for Sinking the 
Stock Market to Oust Trump
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PODHORETZ

Warmongering neocon John Podhoretz hates 
Donald Trump so much, he was hoping for a fi-
nancial disaster so that impeachment of the 
president would stand a better chance.



 
By Dr. Ron Paul 

 
 

I
 am starting to wonder whether President 
Donald Trump has any power over U.S. for-
eign policy at all. Many people believe that 
the president is just a figurehead, with actual 
foreign policy firmly in the hands of the Deep 

State.  
When Trump announced just a couple of weeks 

ago that the U.S. was removing its troops from 
Syria and possibly reducing troops from 
Afghanistan, the neocons, the media, the military-
industrial complex, and the left-wing “never-
Trump” people were livid. They were silent when 
President Barack Obama made the horrible deci-
sion to overthrow Bashar al-Assad in Syria and 
sent weapons to jihadists to do so. They never 
said a word when billions of dollars were com-
mitted to this immoral and dangerous “regime 
change” policy. They weren’t interested in the rule 
of law when Obama thumbed his nose at Con-
gress and sent troops into Syria. 

But when Trump declared the obvious—that 
ISIS was effectively defeated and that we had no 
business being in Syria—these above groups in 
unison declared that actually bringing U.S. troops 
home was a “gift to Russia.” They said bringing 

U.S. troops home would create instability in the 
regions they left. Well, is there any proof that oc-
cupation by U.S. troops actually brings stability? 

No sooner did Trump announce our departure 
than his neocon advisors began walking his words 
back. First he had to endure a lunch with Sen. 
Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) reading him the riot act, 
where, according to the senator, Trump agreed to 

no timetables for departure. Then National Secu-
rity Advisor John Bolton and Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo began to tell the world that Trump’s 
statements on troop pullout were just empty 
words, not U.S. policy. 

While Syrian Christians newly liberated from 
the rule of U.S.-backed extremists celebrated 
Christmas for the first time in years, Bolton dusted 
off the old warning to Assad that the U.S. would 
attack if he “again” gassed his people. With the 
Syrian president personally taking part in some of 

the Christmas celebrations, does anybody really 
believe he’d go back to his office and order a gas 
attack? 

Bolton then claimed that the U.S. would shift 
troops from Syria to Iraq to continue fighting ISIS 
and that the U.S. fully backs Israeli airstrikes on 
Syrian territory. Did Trump even agree to any of 
this? 

Even worse, Pompeo is embarking on a Middle 
East tour where he will essentially tell leaders in 
the region that the U.S. president is a liar.  

According to one State Department official, 
Pompeo’s message to the Middle East will be, 
“Despite reports to the contrary and false narra-
tives surrounding the Syria decision, we are not 
going anywhere. The secretary will reinforce that 
commitment to the region and our partners.” Call-
ing the president’s actual words on Syria “false 
narratives”? How is this not insubordination? 

Will Trump stand by and watch this coup taking 
place under his nose? Does he realize how his 
credibility suffers when he boldly announces a 
U.S. withdrawal and then does a U-turn days later? 
Has he noticed recent polls showing that the ma-
jority of the American people agree with him? 
Why is he so intimidated by the neocons? H 
—— 

Ron Paul, a former U.S. representative from Texas and medical doctor, 
continues to write his weekly column for the Ron Paul Institute for Peace and 
Prosperity, online at www.ronpaulinstitute.org.
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Neocons Sabotaging Syria Withdrawal Plan 
• Former U.S. Rep. wonders if president has any control over foreign policy  
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Are neocons John Bolton 
and Mike Pompeo undermin-

ing Trump’s peace efforts?
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By Philip Giraldi 

 
 

I
n the 18th century, the Vicomte de Mirabeau 
famously quipped, “Other states possess an 
army; Prussia is an army which possesses a 
state.” There is considerable danger that 
the United States is proceeding down the 
same road, as military spending has be-

come untouchable and America continues to play 
the role of world policeman. 

Some recent commentary has been suggesting 
that the United States is becoming a second-rate 
military power because it is not spending enough 
money on weapons. Given the fact that Washing-
ton spends more on its military than the next 10 
countries combined, the premise would seem to 
be either completely ridiculous or evidence of 
waste, fraud, and mismanagement at the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) that far exceeds anything 
ever seen before. If it is true that the un-audited 
Pentagon has somehow mislaid $21 trillion over 
the course of 10 years, then no amount of in-
creased spending will remedy the deficiencies in 
the DoD procurement system. 

One might object that the Pentagon is not un-
derfunded, pointing out that it is the U.S. mili-
tary’s perception of its mission that is grotesque, 
that no country needs 1,100 foreign bases world-
wide to be secure. Nor does national defense re-
quire American soldiers to be fighting on multiple 
fronts in wars thousands of miles away that are 
undeclared, illegal under international law, and 

non-compliant with the Constitution of the United 
States of America. 

There is definitely something wrong with the 
way the establishment prioritizes spending by the 
government, which relates to how the allegedly 
underfunded military story is being presented. 
One might well argue that the national debt, which 
is currently nearly $22 trillion and has grown enor-
mously in support of America’s wars, is a far 

greater threat to the survival of the United States 
than is Iran or even Russia. That would be the 
fault of a feckless Congress and White House, 
which clearly don’t believe in the old maxim that 
you can spend only what you earn. 

But instead of blaming the politicians, which is 
where the problem really derives from, the chat-
tering class and media have instead focused on 
“entitlements.” The war on entitlements began, in 

U.S. Locked Into Endless Cycle of War
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How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up a Generation for Failure 
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world of social media that has engulfed teenagers in the last decade. They examine changes on campus, in-
cluding the corporatization of universities and the emergence of new ideas about identity and justice. They 
situate the conflicts on campus within the context of America's rapidly rising political polarization and dys-
function. This is a book for anyone who is confused by what is happening on college campuses today, or 
has children, or is concerned about the growing inability of Americans to live, work, and cooperate across 
party lines. Hardback, 352 pages, $28 plus $6 S&H inside the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, 
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Outside 
U.S. email Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for international S&H.
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its current formulation, with former Rep. Paul 
Ryan (R-Wisc.), and it culminated in last year’s en-
rich-the-rich tax cut. Working Americans will now 
be taxed on their taxes since they can no longer 
deduct state and local taxes from their incomes 
when paying their federal taxes. Ryan meanwhile 
has departed Congress with a handsome pension 
and generous health insurance for life and will em-
bark on a new career as a seven-figure lobbyist. 

Much of the war on entitlements comes from 
neoconservative talking heads who mostly work 
for think tanks that are generously funded by de-
fense contractors and pro-Israel oligarchs. The 
neocons are, like Ryan, well paid and benefited, 
much more so than the average American, so they 
have no real horse in the race apart from keeping 
the money flowing. 

An article that appeared recently in The Wash-
ington Post perfectly illustrates how the estab-
lishment and its media accomplices are selling a 
product that fearmongers use to sustain more mil-
itary spending. It is entitled “Wake up. America’s 
military isn’t invincible,” written by regular colum-
nist Robert J. Samuelson. 

The piece begins with, “The most uncovered 
story in Washington these days is the loss of U.S. 
military power—a lesson particularly important in 
light of recent events: the resignation of Defense 
Secretary Jim Mattis; President Trump’s rash de-
cision to withdraw U.S. troops from Syria; North 
Korea’s announcement that it will keep nuclear 
weapons after all; and alleged massive computer 
hacking by Chinese nationals.” 

But “loss of U.S. military power,” if it can be 
quantified at all, has nothing to do with Mattis or 
Syria, nor with North Korea or China—or even 
with Trump, who has increased the armed serv-
ices budget. Samuelson makes his case by citing 
defense modernization programs in China and 
Russia and “advances” in Iran and North Korea 
that undercut U.S. military capabilities, but, if he 
were to be honest, he would be conceding that he 
is only discussing comparative advantage in some 
areas. He refers to a recent report suggesting that, 
because Russia and China have upgraded their ca-
pabilities, “If the United States had to fight Russia 
in a Baltic contingency or China in a war over Tai-
wan . . . Americans could face a decisive military 
defeat.”  

It should come as no surprise that the possible 
armed conflicts cited by Samuelson are carefully 
chosen to produce the desired result. Confronting 
Russia or China in their home waters thousands of 

miles away from the U.S. gives all the advantage 
to the defense, which will be able to operate on in-
terior lines and maximize available land, sea, and 
air forces while the Americans have to rely on a 
lengthy and vulnerable logistical chain. The real-
ity is that the U.S. is second to none in terms of 
ability to project power, with the United States 
uniquely having 19 aircraft carrier battle groups 
that can deliver significant military air power to 
anywhere in the world. 

Samuelson goes on to condemn what he calls 
“unwise cuts in defense spending” and blames 
the lack of money for the Pentagon on “the Amer-
ican welfare state—Social Security, Medicare, 
Medicaid, food stamps, and the like.” He advo-
cates cutting “welfare” to buy more and better 
weapons. Since he is a neocon, it is obligatory that 
he include some reference to Adolf Hitler. In this 
case he warns that Hitler’s Germany re-armed 
while the rest of the world did nothing, an analogy 
that is not even true, as Germany was outnum-
bered and outgunned by its enemies when World 
War II started.  

As Samuelson is writing for The Washington 
Post it is also necessary that he conclude with a slap 
at Trump: “We need to keep our commitments—
Trump’s abrupt withdrawal from Syria devalues our 
word. And we need to repair our alliances,” but one 
might well opine that there is something serious-
ly wrong with that kind of thinking, where weapons 
and the promotion of violence overseas always take 
precedence over meeting the needs of the Amer-
ican people. Gov ern ment pension and health pro-
grams, largely paid for by contributions from 
workers, do a great deal of good for many Amer-
icans and would be even better managed if the Con-
gress would stop raiding the various trust funds. 
Government exists to benefit the citizens that to-
gether make up the state, not to meddle in the af-
fairs of other nations and peoples worldwide. 

The selling of America-the-vulnerable is a fic-
tion promoted by those who make money from 
the continuation of a warfare nation. The United 
States and the American people have not bene-
fited one bit from the pointless wars in places 
like Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and Syria. Real se-
curity will come when Washington brings the 
troops home. H 
—— 

Philip Giraldi is a former CIA counter-terrorism specialist and 
military intelligence officer and a columnist and television commen-
tator. He is also the executive director of the Council for the National 
Interest. Other articles by Giraldi  can be found on the website of the 
Unz Review.

WRONG! THE IRS HAS LOST IN COURT . . . 
 

It was a loss so devastating that a Federal judge said, “If everyone did what this person 
did, it would be the end of this government!” and he didn’t even use a lawyer. He proved 
that he is not a taxpayer as defined by the Code. You can do the same. All evidence is 
provided. If you are not a taxpayer, the IRS code does not apply. Stop employers from 
being unlawful withholding agents. Stop Liens and Levies. One call does it all. 

Call: 401-226-5961 or visit www.GetOutOfTaxCode.net
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By Dave Gahary 

 
 

T
he Disabled American Veterans (DAV), 
the veteran charity exclusively covered 
by AMERICAN FREE PRESS for the exor-
bitant incomes of its officers, is back in 
the news again, this time for desecrat-

ing an all-black cemetery in St. Louis, Mo.  
The story was brought to the attention of this 

newspaper by Wanda Brandon, who began a cam-
paign to honor the dead in their final resting place, 
in the hopes of bringing this matter to the na-
tional stage. 

“I launched a campaign about the cemetery, 
which is Washington Park Cemetery,” Ms. Bran-
don told this reporter. “It’s located in St. Louis 
County in the city of Berkeley, which is a suburb 
right outside of St. Louis.” 

Founded in 1920, the cemetery has a sordid 
past of abuse, and the latest insult to those in-
terred there may be just what’s needed to draw at-
tention to this matter. 

“I have several family members that are buried 
in the cemetery,” she said, “and I have some that 
have been disinterred from the cemetery. There’s 
a long history with this cemetery of neglect and 
abuse and desecration.” 

In the late 1950s, the Interstate Highway System 
took land from the cemetery to run Interstate 70, 
and split the cemetery in half, with the land on the 
northern side of I-70 adjacent to St. Louis Lambert 
International Airport, Missouri’s biggest and 
busiest airport. 

In 1986, then-owner Virginia L. Younger leased 
some of the cemetery’s land to DDI Media, a St. 

Louis-based billboard company with over 1,000 
billboards across the country. The sale brought 
some much-needed attention on the cemetery. 

“Under scrutiny by county and state investiga-
tors,” and dogged by civil lawsuits by those whose 
loved ones’ graves could not be located, Missouri’s 
attorney general opened up their own investiga-
tion in January 1991. That same month, Ms. 
Younger put a gun to her chest, writing on one of 
her four suicide notes that she was “tired of being 
persecuted.” 

“Virginia Younger allowed billboards and cell 
phone towers to come into the cemetery before 
she killed herself,” explained Ms. Brandon. 

To add insult to injury to the cemetery, in the 
early 1990s, the city of St. Louis brought light rail 
transportation in and used eminent domain to 
further encroach on the land. 

“After that,” she explained, “they disinterred 
well over 10,000 people from their final resting 
places, to run the trains to the airport.” 

Early in 2017, Ms. Brandon had had enough 
and founded the Washington Park Cemetery Anti-
Desecration League. Armed with an official or-
ganization standing behind her, she set about on 
her mission. 

In July of that year, however, she was told by 
DDI Media that the company was not going to re-
move its billboards from the cemetery.  

“So that’s when I decided to launch a campaign 

against the billboard company,” she said. 
Her organization made a video, and in January 

2018, the local press took notice and wrote their 
first story in May of that year. 

When even that didn’t stop DDI, Wanda moved 
on to plan B. 

“On October 30, 2018, myself and other mem-
bers of my organization began to contact the com-
panies on the billboard, to notify them where the 
billboard was located,” she explained. “And every 
last company had no clue that their billboard was 
inside of the cemetery sitting on top of graves.” 

They all agreed to pull out their stakes except 
for the DAV and one other company. Ironically, 
there is a veteran buried right under the billboard 
DAV is advertising on. Ms. Brandon reached out to 
that veteran’s family, who contacted the DAV with 
no luck. 

“I contacted the DAV’s headquarters in Ken-
tucky, and I received an email eventually back 
from them, saying, in short, that they felt it was an 
honor to have their billboard inside of the ceme-
tery.” 

Undeterred, Ms. Brandon reached out to the 
DAV in Washington, specifically the group’s top 
dog, J. Marc Burgess, who “earned” $550,524 as 
the head of a veteran’s charity in 2017. 

 “He was supposed to get in contact with me,” 
she explained. “I never heard from him. I got a call 
back from his administrative assistant, and she 
asked for my address [and said] that they wanted 
to send me a letter.” 

She received a certified letter on Christmas 
Eve from the DAV commander, singing the same 
tune as the email she received, that the cemetery 
should be honored that the DAV is dancing on the 
gravestones. H 

DAV: Desecrating American Veterans 
• World’s largest veterans charity condones desecration of black cemetery
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Easy-to-Use Portable CD Player from AFP
Over the years, many AFP subscribers have suggested that we 
make a portable CD player for sale—one that is versatile and easy-
to-use for everyone. So here it is . . . 
 
Now you can take your tunes or your AFP CDs on the road! This sturdy Sylvania Portable 
CD/Radio/Boom Box (Black) also has a built-in AM/FM analog radio. It even has an auxiliary 
input so you can plug in your MP3 player! 
 
This portable top-loading CD player and “boom box” with AM/FM radio plays CDs, 
CD-R and CD-RW. Comes with 20-track programmable memory, easy-to-read LED 
display, built-in FM antenna, built-in stereo speakers, volume control, auxiliary jack 
allowing you to play music from iPhone, iPad, Samsung, Android, or any audio de-
vice, AC/DC operation, power cord, battery compartment and foldable carrying han-
dle. Can use a plug or six C batteries. Price is $43 plus $10 S&H in the U.S. 
 
Order from AMERICAN FREE PRESS, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20774 or call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge to charge, Mon.-Thu. 
9-5 ET. Order online at www.AmericanFreePress.net.

$53 
ppd.

See page 15 for on-site photos of 
the DAV billboard and cemetery.
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BEAT IRS 
 
The Internal Revenue Service has lit-

erally thousands of trained tax experts 
to throw at you, stacking the deck 
against the average citizen facing tax 
problems. That’s why you need your 
own experienced experts on your side, 
fighting for you . . . 
 The MacPherson 

Group, LLC 
Rescuing Americans 
from IRS tyranny 

 

The MacPhersons have been defend-
ing freedom and securing the bless-
ings of liberty since 1978. Nathan 

MacPherson grew up watching his father de-
fend Patriots accused of tax crimes. With pa-
triarch Mac MacPherson consulting with his 
son, they now form a one-two punch 
against tyranny, representing clients in 
every U.S. state, the District of Columbia, 
and several foreign countries on four con-
tinents. Two generations of Tax Defense At-
torneys with extensive experience in exact-
ly the problems you may be facing now.  

IRS Debt, Liens, Levies 
Got You Down? 

 
 The best defense is a good offense!  
• Offer in Compromise  • Currently Not Collectible 

• Penalty Abatement  • Partial-Pay Installment 
Agreement • Audit Reconsideration 

• Collection Due Process Appeals Hearing 
•  Collection Appeals Process  

CONTACT: 
The MacPherson Group:  

Call 1-800-BEAT-IRS 
(623) 209-2003  

www.BEAT-IRS.com  
info@BeatIRS.com 

YOU CAN

Above left, a huge billboard advertising the DAV, planted just inches away from the grave of 
a black veteran, is causing an outcry in the community, but the DAV refuses to cease advertising, 
although they get the advertisement for free. Upper right, you can see a gravemarker less than 
a foot in front of the billboard post. Lower right, memorial stone for those reinterred in this grave-
yard from a potter’s field in St. Louis.
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BY JOHN ELLIS 
Inventor of the E-5 Water Machine 

                   

Y
ou may not know it, but billionaire 
Bill Gates recently handed out a 
$100,000 prize for a new eco-friend-
ly toilet design. Gates decided to re-
invent the toilet in his quest for a bet-
ter way to recover and purify water 
from human waste. He did this after 
he found out that 4.5 billion people 
worldwide are living off the grid and 

not disposing of their waste properly. That’s a lot 
of human waste fouling up the environment and 
precious water supplies. 

In 2015, after awarding the prize, Gates 
downed a glass of the water purified by the win-
ning toilet design. It was then that I realized I 
had already solved this problem decades ago. You 
see, it was I who discovered the relationship be-
tween water properties and disease. But don’t take 
my word for it. We have the actual Blood Tests 
that PROVE the competition’s (and that includes 
Bill Gates) “purest water” can still spread disease! 
(See www.JohnEllis.com.) 

Now in my 89th year, I have lived to see The 
Faraday Twins—the impossible miracle book that 
took 118 years to achieve—finally published. 

The Faraday Twins is a book about The Cho -
ate School and how I  survived cancer at age 14. 
Interest in this book is currently generating 40% 
of our machine sales! (See more, later.) 

The patented method I use in my John Ellis 
Water Machines easily separates water out of hu-
man waste, as shown at any Metropolitan Bio-
logical Center (MBC). 

Here’s how it works: Raw sewage is added to 
two containers. Tap water is added to one con-
tainer, and water from my E5 Water Machine to 
the other. After 24 hours, the one with the tap 
water becomes a swelled up mass, while the solids 
in the other container settle to the bottom leav-

ing clear water on top! This may explain why our 
water enters the blood stream so easily! 

Nobody can separate water from human 
waste at such a low cost! 

 
MEASURABLE RESULTS  

An annual physical includes a patient’s 
BLOOD TEST. Dr. Guy Abraham, M.D. did in-
dependent  studies at UCLA with my water ma-
chine. Dr. Abraham taught at the UCLA Med-
ical School. He proved the claims we made about 
our water machines were true. He used five E5s 
for the tests and he ended up doing hundreds of 
Blood Tests of text subjects. He said:  

You can’t argue with something you 
can measure … the results speak for 

themselves! We can measure the abili-
ty of blood (94% water) to go through 
a membrane and into the cells. NOTH-
ING IS EVEN CLOSE TO YOUR WA-
TER. You changed the properties of wa-
ter. Your Hydrogen Bond Angle is 10 
degrees greater than ordinary water. No 
wonder we get these results! 
 
 The ENERGY VIDEO at JohnEllis.com 

(“Can’t be duplicated by ANY other water”) and 
the Cancer Chart the FTC returned to us (fac-
ing page) also prove why my water machine 
produces results never seen before.  

WATER PROPERTIES are actually changed 
using  Faraday’s “MULTI PASS” method of rap-
idly heating and cooling water (three times per 
minute) hundreds of times per gallon … not 
ONCE like average distilled water!  332 FDA 
Tests and 13 International Patents don’t tell you 
the parameters we check … even the vacuum cre-
ated by the boiler before we ship a machine! 

And here is a snippet about my upcoming 
book, THE FARADAY TWINS, which says this 
about John Ellis’s achievements:  

THE FARADAY TWINS is a thor-
oughly researched book by an author 
with 16 million followers that relates 
[John Ellis’s] discovery to not only 
Faraday but also scientists like Davy, 
Bell, Edison and Tesla after interview-
ing top scientists even at the Los Alam-
os Nuclear Lab who said, “It’s a major 
discovery. We wish we owned his 
patents!”… a fascinating read!  
Even with Faraday’s help, I am amazed any-

one would mention my discovery in the same 
breath with the most famous scientists the 
world has ever known!!  

As always, the results are explained in the 
videos at JohnEllis.com. This also includes  
Municipal Letters about a company that got rid 
of the smell of over 10 million gallons of hu-
man waste in an allegedly “untreatable” five-acre 
Municipal Waste Lagoon using ONLY 1,000 gal-
lons of the cooling water from our water machine! 
No other water in the world can do that either. 

 An M.D.—after we received a Foundation do-
nation—said: “Great results both in and out of 
the hospital” during the EBOLA CRISIS in bone 
dry Africa. My discoveries could also help clean 
up their vast aquifers! Since Mr. Gates wants to 
help the African people, he should know about 

The E5 Water Machine  
• Stainless steel, not plastic • Heats/cools 100’s times/min. 
• Adapts to any kitchen faucet • Eliminates deuterium 
• Changes hydrogen bond angle • Eliminates phthalates 
• Tax-deductible purchase • Multiple health benefits 
• 13 International patents • Energy-filled water 
• 332 approved FDA studies • Amazing power properties 
• 40 years in business • Assembled in the USA

Bill Gates Re-Inv
MUNICIPAL TREATMENT CENTERS & BLOOD TESTS REVEAL ORDINA
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a young girl in Ohio, who, along with her father, 
changed the water properties of over 200 wells 
(with a case history brochure). State Inspectors 
scratched their heads how this could be (like Mu-
nicipal Testimonials). 

By law, restaurants have to add chlorine to their 
wells, but, after the young lady mentioned 
above treated some of their restaurant wells with 
my water, Inspectors couldn’t even find chlo-
rine! They added more chlorine repeatedly and 
yet tests always showed no chlorine in the treat-
ed well water! Finally, since the water always test-
ed pure, they passed inspections. Is this why the 
markers for diseases disappear? An oncologist who 
retired from Sloan Kettering after 30 years had 
the same comment. 

 
WATER DISTILLERS 

 
The home filter/distiller industry really start-

ed 50 years ago during Vietnam, when I owned 
Precision Switch Corp Port Chester, NY and my 
Resident Military Inspectors asked me about  
“Single Pass” distillation that poisoned our 
sailors aboard the USS Buchanan (Internet) dis-
tilling highly diluted Agent Orange Dioxin in 
huge volumes of seawater!!  I said:  

Filtering and distilling even smaller 
volumes of water using “single pass” 
distillers will concentrate chemicals even 
more and may cause cancer … like mak-
ing tinctures, concentrating the very 
chemicals you want to remove!!  
As a result, the founder of a major “single 

pass” distiller company died of cancer in his early 

50s just as I warned!  After 9/11, Sloan Ketter-
ing treated thousands of victims with accolades 
from the head oncologist who retired after 30 
years: “I don’t have access 
to your water anymore!” 
(name and order info on 
file). Note the chart the 
FTC returned to us after 
the Chairman of The 
Armed Services Committee 
called the head of the FTC 
and said: “Leave the man 
alone.… This is the real 
deal!” (See right.)      

My Resident Military In-
spectors also asked me 
about a company producing 
parts for nuclear submarines 
like the Thresher and Scor-
pion. I said: “They will sink 
to the bottom during sea tri-
als!”… even using cold 
rolled steel instead of tita-
nium for the torpedo launch 
tubes!!  

I was proven correct but 
I couldn’t stop it because, 
after finding a blueprint er-
ror, I faced a Military Tri-
bunal for breach of contract 
because I refused to put 
lives at risk until the fatal 
flaws were corrected. 

Take this chance to try 
our water. For a free sample call us today at 
845-754-8696. Ask for Debbie in Sales.

This fax was sent 
over a decade ago 
to John Ellis from 
the U.S. Federal 

Trade Commission

Note where they wrote “H2O 
started here.” This letter was 
faxed back to us by the FTC 
confirming the Oncologist re-
ports in the Video on our 
website after 30 years at 
Sloan Kettering.

• ORDER A JOHN ELLIS WATER MACHINE: 845-754-8696 

• LISTEN TO A FASCINATING RECORDING: 800-433-9553 

• SEE OUR WATER MACHINE IN ACTION: www.JohnEllis.com 
• STUDIES, TESTIMONIALS, RESEARCH: www.JohnEllis.com

vents the Toilet
ASK FOR 
 DEBBIE 

 IN SALES

TRY OUR WATER FREE! 

FREE BOTTLE: 845-754-8696

ARY DISTILLED/FILTERED WATER CAN BE WORSE THAN TAP WATER! 



 
By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts 

 
 

I
 have often wondered what is the real agenda 
of gun ban advocates. More people die from 
falls than from being shot. Deaths from acci-
dents far exceed deaths from being shot. The 
FBI reports that there were 1,247,321 violent 

crimes in the U.S. in 2017. Aggravated assault and 
robbery account for 91% of violent crimes. Rapes 
account for 7.7%. Murders accounted for only 1.4% 
of violent crime.  

According to the FBI, there were 17,284 murders 
in 2017. Assailants using rifles killed 403 people, 
and 1,591 were killed by people using knives. Hand-
guns were used in 7,032 killings, many of which re-
sulted from criminals killing one another over, for 
example, drug distribution. The police were re-
sponsible for 987 shooting deaths, about one-fourth 
of which were mentally disturbed people.  

There were 40,327 motor vehicle accident 
deaths in 2017. About 4,000 people died from 
drowning. There were 34,673 deaths from acci-
dental falls. There were 58,335 accidental poison-
ing deaths. All unintentional deaths totaled 
161,374.  

It turns out that prescription drugs are the 
fourth leading cause of death, which puts it up 
there with cancer and heart attacks. Harvard Uni-
versity reports that properly prescribed medica-
tions hospitalize 1.9 million Americans annually, 
killing 128,000 people, which places prescribed 
medicines in fourth place, with strokes as a lead-
ing cause of death. Far more lives could be saved 
by focusing on careful drug testing rather than on 

gun control.  
What then explains the fixation and constant 

propaganda about banning “assault rifles” when 
the total annual murders by assailants using all 
kinds of rifles is 403? 

What explains the fixation on handguns that 
are the weapon of choice in only 41% of murders 
numbering only 7,032 deaths? 

What is the point of disarming the population 
when private ownership of firearms prevents a 
large number of crimes. A study by criminologists 
Gary Kleck and Marc Gertz concluded that Amer-
icans use their guns annually to prevent more than 
2 million crimes.  

John Lott also found that gun ownership re-
duces crime.  

Those who advocate banning gun ownership 
demur, claiming guns are used defensively 100,000 
times a year. Why then do gun controllers want to 
take away guns that prevent crimes six times the 
number of homicides? 

Those who want to ban guns use deceptive and 
dishonest terms such as “gun violence,” an illiter-
ate use of language. Guns are inanimate objects 
like a hammer or a screwdriver. They are not ca-
pable of taking action such as committing vio-
lence. They have to be used or misused by people 
intent on committing violence. Therefore, there 
can be no such thing as “gun violence.” There can 
only be violence committed by people using guns 
or hammers or screwdrivers, or whatever. 

Murders committed by assailants using hand-
guns comprise a tiny 0.0056% of violent crimes. 
What explains the fixation on such a small prob-
lem? 

Moreover, gun ban advocates, who so deplore 

the deaths by “gun violence” of Americans they 
have never met, are short on sympathy for the 
millions of victims of American gun violence in the 
Middle East and North Africa. They show no con-
cern about the mounting conflicts orchestrated 
by Washington with Russia and China, conflicts 
that could destroy all life on Earth in nuclear Ar-
mageddon. 

Clearly, gun ban advocates are insincere about 
the few deaths of strangers that they so greatly de-
plore and use their insincerity to disguise an un-
declared agenda. 

Their agenda is the disarming of the American 
people, a people already disarmed of the protec-
tions of the Constitution by the fake “war on ter-
ror.” The only remaining barrier to tyrannized 
Americans is the large percentage of the popula-
tion that is armed and skilled in the use of “gun vi-
olence.” ★

When Our Guns Are Outlawed, 
Only Outlaws Will Have Guns

Newest Revolutionary Book 
by Samuel Butler Available  

It’s entitled I Have a Secular Vision. Hint: 
No religion at all. Anywhere! Think of it. 
Send $8 plus your mailing address to 
Samuel Butler, SBO 197 10243 NW 62nd 
St, MIAMI, FL 33178, USA, OR send $10, 
and I will send you, with the book, a 
three-function pen light that everybody 
loves. It’s a pen, a flash light, and also 
works with iPhones as a stylus. 

NEW DVD from AFP 
Humanity Insanity 

 
Fifty billion dollars’ worth of food is wasted each 
year; that’s half of all the food produced on Earth 
thrown away while millions die hungry. World 
waste has reached a tipping point revealing that 
we are engaging in a level of consumerism that is 
killing us slowly as we succumb to a massive con-
spiracy created to make more and more money 
and to maintain power within the ruling elite. This 
is a shocking exposé into the gargantuan waste 
and damage to our eco systems. DVD, 70 minutes 
plus special features, $20 plus $4 S&H inside the 
U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call AFP toll free 
at 1-888-699-6397 to charge, M-Th. 9-5.

Great American 
Documents in 

American History  
Send $12 to: The Trumpet, 593 Wrens 

View Lane, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425.
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By John Friend 

 
 

A
 notorious international hacking group 
known as Dark Overlord has threat-
ened to publish thousands of confi-
dential documents purportedly hacked 
and stolen from a number of insur-

ance, real estate, and law firms that were directly 
involved with the events and aftermath of the 9/11 
terrorist attacks, unless a multi-million dollar ran-
som is met, it was recently reported at the web 
site “Vice Motherboard.” 

The mysterious group, which seemingly works 
as a collective and has targeted and attempted to 
extort other large corporations and private entities 
in the past, claimed the secret documents in their 
possession will provide “many answers about 9/11 
conspiracies,” according to a tweet released by the 
group on New Year’s Eve. The group’s Twitter ac-
count has since been suspended. 

The group has claimed to have hacked and 
stolen important, highly sensitive data relating di-
rectly to 9/11 and litigation in its aftermath from 
a number of top insurance companies and law 
firms, including Lloyds of London, Silverstein 
Properties, and Hiscox Syndicates. 

Larry Silverstein, the chairman of Silverstein 
Properties, has long been identified as a key sus-
pect in the events of 9/11. Silverstein Properties 
acquired the World Trade Center complex in a sus-
picious privatization scheme involving the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey shortly be-
fore the 9/11 attacks, and soon thereafter pur-
chased an insurance policy for the complex that 
included coverage for acts of terrorism. Silverstein 
has received billions of dollars as a result of in-
surance settlements in the years since 9/11, yet ac-
quired the complex for the paltry sum of $14 
million—as part of the $3.2 billion lease-purchase 
bid he won. 

The Dark Overlord group initially threatened 
to extort the firms it hacked, demanding payment 
in bitcoin from the firms in order to keep their 
documents private. 

“If you’re one of the dozens of solicitor firms 

who was involved in the litigation, a politician 
who was involved in the case, a law enforcement 
agency who was involved in the investigations, a 
property management firm, an investment bank, 
a client of a client, a reference of a reference, a 
global insurer, or whoever else, you’re welcome 
to contact our email below and make a request to 
formally have your documents and materials 
withdrawn from any eventual public release of 
the materials,” the group stated shortly after an-
nouncing the hack, providing an anonymous 
email address for potential inquires. “However, 
you’ll be paying us.” 

The group has since announced that the public 
can make payments to “unlock” the documents 
and have them published online, and has appar-
ently received $12,000 worth of bitcoin, resulting 
in the release of 650 documents that have been 
published so far.  

Roughly 18,000 documents are alleged to have 
been hacked and stolen by the group, according 
to a report published by RT, Russia’s state-spon-
sored media platform.  

These 650 documents comprise “layer 1” of the 
mass of confidential data, according to Dark 
Overlord. They claim to have four more “layers” 
of hacked data that are still in their possession, 
and that “each layer contains more secrets, more 
damaging materials . . . and generally just more 
truth,” RT reported. 

In its latest publicly released statement, ad-
dressed to “the nation-state of the United States 
of America and the greater Deep State,” the group 
declares, “your censorship and fake news cover -
ups won’t silence this organization or its public 
support.” The statement then goes on to threaten 
the various parties involved by claiming, “We’re 
going to burn you down unless you begin to ‘play 
ball.’ We’re peeling these layers back like an 
onion. No one can save you except for us.” ★

Hacker Group Could Blow Lid Off 9/11 
• “Dark Overlord” threatens to publish thousands of confidential, damning documents

A great selection of books, booklets, DVDs and CDs from a 
leading independent history research and publishing center. 
 
Our well-organized website offers a large selection of inform-
ative and thought-provoking books and discs on World War II, 
the Middle East conflict, the “Jewish question,” Third Reich 
Germany, and much more. 

Online ordering is easy and secure! 
A promotional flyer of new and noteworthy items is free upon request. 

 INSTITUTE FOR HISTORICAL REVIEW 
P.O. Box 2739   •   Newport Beach, CA 92659   •   USA 
714-593-9725  •  orders@ihr-store.com  •  ihr-store.com

REMOTE CONTROL 
MIND CONTROL 

 
Cutting-edge books and DVDs on the 
weaponization of neuroscience, “Man -
churian Candidates,” the Orwellian sur-
veillance state, and related issues. 
Underground classics & best-sellers. For 
catalog, send $5 (refundable with first 
order) to: Mindscape Bookshop, POB 99, 
Lyons IL 60534.
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The mysterious group 
claimed their secret 

documents will provide 
answers about the attacks 

of Sept. 11, 2001. 
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Some of the topics covered in 
this 132-page issue of DTJ  
Why the State Hates Conspiracy 

BY JOSEPH E. GREEN   
Hammarskjöld, Lumumba, & JFK 

BY JAMES DIEUGENIO   
FDR and Japan—August 1941 

BY DOUGLAS P. HORNE   
The Legacy of “Deep Throat” 

BY JIM HOUGAN   
The Deep State in the Big Easy: 

A Profile of Jim Garrison 
BY WILLIAM DAVY  

Fake News Is a Real Thing 
BY LISA PEASE   

The Assassination of Malcolm X 
BY KARL EVANZZ   

Abe Lincoln’s Awful Precedents 
BY DONALD JEFFRIES   

The Democracy Illusion 
BY JOHN POTASH   

No Safe Space for Professors 
BY S.T. PATRICK

D
eep Truth Journal (DTJ) is the magazine 
that will make the state-sponsored talk-
ing heads, court historians, and textbook 
conglomerates rethink what they’ve done 
throughout their comfortable careers. It’s 

the journal that is set to blow the lid off the histor-
ical establishment by challenging it with facts, eye-
witness testimony, and biting commentary in an ef-
fort to offer an alternative to the status quo. 

Don’t let the cozy academics define truth for 
you. Go deeper and get history resolved with Deep 
Truth Journal.  

In this 132-page inaugural issue of DTJ, we have 
gathered together some of the most respected his-
torical and political researchers ever assembled in 
one publication. 

• James DiEugenio’s feature on JFK, Dag Ham-
marskjöld, and Patrice Lumumba examines the crises 
and deaths of three men out to change the future of 
Africa. Deep State actors didn’t want the Congo to be 
truly independent, as the theft of its mineral wealth 
was enriching colonial powers who didn’t want to see 
the contents of this treasure chest going to the peo-
ple of the Congo. Were they all assassinated to pro-
tect Deep State profits? DiEugenio reveals the truth. 

• William Davy profiles Jim Garrison, who in 
1969 prosecuted the only trial attempting to resolve 
the murder of President Kennedy. Find out how Gar-
rison’s investigation unfolded and who he believed 
was deeply involved in the assassination of JFK. 

• Malcolm X was assassinated in 1965. But were 
Deep State actors involved? Renowned African-Amer-
ican journalist and author Karl Evanzz delves into the 
intelligence community’s involvement in the murder 
of Malcolm X and how his “timely death” solved a se-
rious problem for the Deep State.  

• Researcher Douglas Horne details FDR’s plan 

to lure the Japanese to Pearl Harbor, incorporating 
new research on this day of infamy and death. 

• Political conspiracy expert Jim Hougan looks 
deeper into the identity of Watergate’s “Deep 
Throat” while Lisa Pease exposes the CIA’s nefarious 
connections to the mainstream media and why this 
is such a problem for American democracy today. 

• In “Why the State Hates Conspiracy,” respected 
investigator Joseph Green questions why the media 
covers the stories it does while ignoring important 
topics much more vital to our futures. 

Our inaugural edition of DTJ also includes John 
Potash on the sabotage of the candidacies of Bernie 
Sanders and Donald Trump by the Deep State, Don-
ald Jeffries’s critical view of Abraham Lincoln and 
his police state, S.T. Patrick’s look at the censoring 
of college professors and the state of free speech at 
institutions of higher learning today. Also included 
are columns by Richard Bartholomew and Randolph 
Benson, as well as features on the mysterious mur-
der of Seth Rich and the myths of American history 
that still cloud our understanding of the past. 

Currently, DTJ is scheduled for two issues per 
year, but your enthusiasm for this kind of previ-
ously censored information can make the differ-
ence. Support DTJ’s efforts by buying a copy for 
yourself and additional copies for friends and fam-
ily. Purchase copies for libraries and universities. 
Help us break through the blockade on the truth. 
Copies of DTJ are $15 each. Please include $4 S&H 
per copy for addresses inside the U.S. Outside the 
U.S. you must add $25 S&H for one copy. 

 AFP is handling DTJ’s fulfillment, so call them 
toll free at 1-888-699-6397 to charge or send an order 
to AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20774. Email the editorial staff with 
comments at deeptruthjournal@gmail.com.            H

Order Your Copy of Deep Truth Journal Here!

o Send me ____ copies of Deep Truth Journal @ $15 each.  (Inside the U.S. add 
$4 S&H on orders up to $25. Add $6 S&H on orders from $25.01 to $50. Add $8 S&H from 
$50.01 to $75. Add a flat $10 S&H on orders over $75. Outside the U.S. please email Book-
store@americanfreepress.net for international S&H.)  
o Renew my AFP U.S.A. subscription for one year at $59 and send me a copy 
of Deep Truth Journal for the reduced rate of $10 ($69 total). No S&H in U.S. 
 

PAYMENT:  o CASH  o CHECK  o MONEY ORDER  o CREDIT CARD 

Card # ________________________________________________________________________ 

Expire Date ______________ Security Code ______________ Signature ___________________ 

Name _________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ________________________________________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip ____________________________________________________________________

AFP39

‘Deep Truth Journal’ 
Has FINALLY Arrived!

The first edition of Deep Truth Journal (DTJ) has 
arrived and is ready to send to all who are interested 
in sampling this new publication. Loaded with im-
portant articles from a bevy of highly respected his-
torical researchers, this 132-page, illustrated edition 
is just $15 plus $4 S&H inside the U.S. To order, 
send payment to AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, 
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774 or call toll free 
at 1-888-699-6397 to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5. 

MAKE  CHECKS OUT TO AMERICAN FREE PRESS!
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     By S.T. Patrick 

W
e are proud to announce the first-
ever issue of Deep Truth Journal 
(DTJ), a magazine of deep politics 
and historical research that exists 
to challenge the historical estab-

lishment and textbook conglomerates that control 
the dissemination of information today. 

While we are all excited to bring you some-
thing new, fresh, and exciting (I am the editor of 
this issue), this is the culmination of decades of 
work and research. As a college student, I sat in 
my dorm room and watched coverage of Ruby 
Ridge, Waco, and the Oklahoma City bombing on 
my television. I was in the middle of teaching a 
high school American history course when a col-
league rushed into the classroom and told us to 
turn the television on because the World Trade 
Center had been hit twice by passenger liners.  

Before then, I had always been fascinated by 
the political assassinations of the 1960s: John F. 
Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Rev. Martin Luther 
King Jr., and Malcolm X, among others. I was for-
tunate enough to have had a high school history 
teacher who taught us, as fact, that FDR inten-
tionally led Japan to Pearl Harbor as a pretense by 
which American popular opinion would support 
entry into World War II. One of the first alternative 
books I bought as a high school 
student was Robert Groden’s 
High Treason. Today, I am glad 
to call Robert a friend. 

Before the magazine could 
be a tangible object, we had to 
commission writers. We agreed 
to enlist what I believe is an all-
star team of alternative re-
searchers.  

• Jim DiEugenio is one of the 
most widely read JFK research -
ers. A friend and Kennedy re-
search advisor to Oliver Stone, 
DiEugenio operates  the web-
site “KennedysandKing,” which 
is the leading Kennedy research 
site online today. DiEugenio 
wrote the cover story for this inaugural edition of 
DTJ, “How the Congo Descended into Darkness.” 
In this brilliant piece, he links the tragedies of the 
JFK assassination, the murder of Patrice Lu-
mumba, and the plane crash (possible assassina-
tion) of UN Secretary-Gen. Dag Hammarskjold. 

• Jim Hougan is the godfather of Watergate re-
visionism. His book Secret Agenda changed the 
way many now view the Watergate story. He was 
the first researcher to really challenge the idea 
that John Dean and “Deep Throat” were the heroes 
of the story. For DTJ, he contributed his dissection 
of Mark Felt-as-Deep Throat in an article entitled 
“Throat: Felt, Bennett, and the Post’s COINTEL 

Problem”—must reading for any historical skeptic. 
• Lisa Pease was one of the co-founders of 

Probe Magazine and just released what will be-
come the definitive book on the Robert F. 
Kennedy assassination, A Lie Too Big to Fail. In 
DTJ, she takes a look at why fake news is such a 
threat to democracy. Pease trains both barrels on 
the CIA’s poisonous influence within the con-

trolled “mockingbird” media.  
• Douglas Horne served on 

the John F. Kennedy Assassina-
tion Records Review Board 
(ARRB) and remains an accom-
plished author and lecturer. His 
work for DTJ, “August 1941,” ex-
amines exactly how FDR lured 
the Japanese to Hawaii in an ef-
fort to get America into a war 
with Nazi Germany. Using newly 
unearthed documents, Horne 
cements his thesis.  

• Deep Truth Journal will in-
clude a researcher profile in 
each planned issue. The first re-
searcher profiled is Jim Garri-
son, the New Orleans district at-

torney who prosecuted the only trial in the case of 
the JFK assassination. William Davy, the author of 
Let Justice be Done, pens the Garrison profile, ex-
plaining in riveting fashion why Garrison believed 
that Deep State players, in collusion with other 
powerful entities, murdered the president.  

• Also included: The astute Joseph Green ex-
plains “Why the State Hates Conspiracy”; former 
Washington Post reporter and author Karl Evanzz 
looks at the forces behind the killing of Malcolm 
X; Donald Jeffries assesses Abraham Lincoln’s 
new American police state; and author John 
Potash dissects how the Deep State used Sanders 
and Trump—and then tried to destroy them both. 

• Researcher Richard Bartholo mew exposes 
journalist Bill Moyers’s big secret (and some oth-
ers) and Duke University professor Randolph Ben-
son looks at why the historical establishment 
brands some sources trustworthy and others as 
purveyors of fake “conspiracy theories.” 

Deep Truth Journal is a beautifully designed, 
professionally assembled magazine that really 
serves as a cannon blast across the bow of the 
elite historical establishment that believes it has 
the authority and position to dictate what truthful 
history is or isn’t. Every purchase of DTJ is an ed-
ucational protest to that establishment.  

You will want to be on board for the inaugural 
issue of Deep Truth Journal, which the publisher, 
FBF BOOKS, has made available to AMERICAN FREE 
PRESS for individual sale at just $15. 

This issue will become a collector’s edition in 
the coming years. You can get one now by order-
ing from the AFP website store or by sending $15 
plus $4 S&H (in U.S.) to AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Av-
enue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.  

While DTJ is currently planning to release two 
issues per year (this issue is 132 power-packed 
pages), reader interest will dictate how we pro-
ceed in the future and how many issues we can 
produce each year. At this point in time, it is not a 
subscription-based product. Each issue will 
emerge when it is ready and be offered for sale. 

Obviously, without your support, a new con-
spiracy magazine like this one has no chance to 
succeed, so we are counting on AFP readers to 
light up the phone lines and inundate our order 
processors. See the facing page for a little more 
about this exciting, new publication and for an or-
der form if you prefer to respond by mail. 

Thankfully, AFP has agreed to carry our first is-
sue (and hopefully succeeding issues) in its book-
store, so make your checks and money orders 
payable to AMERICAN FREE PRESS or just “AFP.”    H

New Research Magazine Launched!  
• You can help make the inaugural edition of Deep Truth Journal a rousing success

S.T. PATRICK
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By John Friend 

 
 

C
onservative commentators and other 
political dissidents continued to feel the 
effects of an increasingly brazen cen-
sorship and de-platforming campaign 
led by some of the top technology com-

panies in Silicon Valley as 2018 came to a close. 
In December, Patreon, a leading crowdfunding 

site that allows content creators to set up a profile 
and raise money from supporters in the form of 
one-time or recurring donations, banned the pro-
files of two prominent conservative political pun-
dits: Milo Yiannopoulos, a former editor of 
Breitbart News, and Carl Benjamin, a British 
YouTuber commonly known as his online alias 
Sargon of Akkad. 

“I’ve had a miserable year or two, banned and 
de-platformed and censored and blacklisted,” 
Yiannopoulos lamented on his Patreon page be-
fore his account was quickly suspended by the 
company. “Now I need your help. I want to get 
back on my feet and come roaring back in 2019.” 
Needless to say, Yiannopoulos will have to find 
another platform to get back on his feet if he’s to 
“come roaring back,” as Patreon banned the con-
troversial pundit shortly after he created the ac-
count. 

Patreon stated in a tweet that “Milo Yiannopou-
los was removed from Patreon as we don’t allow 
association with or supporting hate groups on Pa-
treon.” Yiannopoulos has long been associated 
with the Proud Boys, a pro-Western fraternal or-
ganization founded by Gavin McInnes that has 
come under extreme scrutiny in recent months. 

The Proud Boys have been hysterically de-
nounced by many mainstream media outlets, po-
litical commentators, and anti-American activist 
organizations such as the Southern Poverty Law 
Center as a “hate group” that is responsible for 
political violence, false claims endlessly repeated 
by the fake-news media. 

Benjamin was also banned from the crowd-
funding platform last month. Benjamin had been 
using Patreon to allow his viewers and supporters 
to fund his independent journalistic endeavors, 
which netted the British commentator $12,000 
per month, according to the site. Patreon told 
“Vice News” that Benjamin was banned from its 
site for his “violation of hate speech in our guide-
lines.” The tech giant has accused the YouTube 
star of using “racial and homophobic slurs to de-
grade another individual.” 

The irony of banning Benjamin, though, is that 
he doesn’t even call himself a conservative. He 
characterizes himself as a classical English liberal 
and is considered to be only slightly left of center 
on the political spectrum. 

In related news, a number of leftist activist 
groups have organized a campaign to demand 
that advertisers stop placing ads with Tucker 
Carlson’s popular Fox News program. Carlson 
has been a major critic of the radical left and their 
attempts to destroy America with massive Third 
World immigration, amnesty for illegal aliens, 
open borders, and forced multiculturalism. These 
very vocal far-left groups want advertisers to boy-
cott Carlson’s show in an effort to shut down and 
de-platform the increasingly popular host. 

Thus far, the calls for a boycott have been 
largely unsuccessful, and Fox News has com-
mendably stood by and supported Carlson. 

“We cannot and will not allow voices like 
Tucker Carlson to be censored by agenda-driven 
intimidation efforts from the likes of Moveon.org, 
Media Matters, and Sleeping Giants,” Fox News 
said in a statement to “The Daily Wire.” “Attempts 
were made last month to bully and terrorize 
Tucker and his family at their home. He is now 
once again being threatened via Twitter by far-left 
activist groups with deeply political motives.” 

The statement went on to read: “While we do 
not advocate boycotts, these same groups never 
target other broadcasters and operate under a 
grossly hypocritical double standard given their 
intolerance to all opposing points of view.” 

We can expect the First Amendment free 
speech rights of dissident commentators, pundits, 
and independent media outlets to continue to be 
challenged by the radical left and large corporate 
tech companies—like those dominating Silicon 
Valley—as we enter 2019. H

Big Tech Companies Continue 
to Target Political Dissidents

TEN MYTHS ABOUT ISRAEL  
 By Ilan Pappe, “Israel’s Bravest Historian” 
 

In this groundbreaking book, published on the 50th anniversary of the Occupation, the out-
spoken Israeli historian Ilan Pappe examines the most contested ideas concerning the ori-
gins and identity of the contemporary state of Israel. The “10 myths” that Pappe 
explores—repeated endlessly in the media, enforced by the military, accepted without ques-
tion by the world’s governments—reinforce the regional status quo. He explores the claim 

that Palestine was an empty land at the time of the Balfour Declaration, as well as the formation of 
Zionism and its role in the early decades of nation building. He asks whether the Palestinians vol-
untarily left their homeland in 1948, and whether June 1967 was a war of “no choice.” Turning to 
the myths surrounding the failures of the Camp David Accords and the official reasons for the at-
tacks on Gaza, Pappe explains why the two-state solution is no longer viable. Softcover, 192 pages, 
$16 plus $4 S&H inside the U.S. from AFP Bookstore, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, 
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order 
the book online at www.AmericanFreePress.net.

CARL BENJAMIN
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By John W. Whitehead 

 
 

L
et’s make 2019 the year we refuse to al-
low the government’s abusive behavior 
to be our new normal. Here’s just a small 
sampling of what we suffered through in 
2018. 

The government didn’t listen to the citizenry, re-
fused to abide by the Constitution, and treated 
the citizenry as a source of funding and little else. 
Police officers shot unarmed citizens and their 
household pets. Government agents—including 
local police—were armed to the teeth and en-
couraged to act like soldiers on a battlefield. 
Bloated government agencies were allowed to 
fleece taxpayers. Government technicians spied 
on our emails and phone calls. And government 
contractors made a killing by waging endless wars 
abroad. 

Not content to expand the police state’s power 
to search, strip, seize, raid, steal from, arrest, and 
jail Americans for any infraction, no matter how in-
significant, the Trump administration gave state 
courts the green light to resume their practice of 
jailing individuals who are unable to pay the hefty 
fines imposed by the American police state. These 
debtors’ prisons play right into the hands of those 
who make a profit by jailing Americans.  

We are not supposed to be living in a “show me 
your papers” society. Despite this, the U.S. gov-
ernment has introduced measures allowing po-
lice and other law enforcement officials to stop in-
dividuals (citizens and noncitizens alike), demand 
they identify themselves, and subject them to pat-
downs, warrantless searches, and interrogations. 

The government waged war on military veter-
ans. Military veterans have increasingly been 
treated like criminals— targeted for surveillance, 
censorship, threatened with incarceration or in-
voluntary commitment, labeled as extremists 
and/or mentally ill, and stripped of their Second 
Amendment rights—for daring to speak out 
against government misconduct. 

Free speech was dealt one knock-out punch af-
ter another. On paper, we are technically free to 
speak. In reality, however, we are only as free to 
speak as a government official—or corporate en-
tities such as Facebook, Google or YouTube—may 
allow. The reasons for such censorship varied 
widely from political correctness, safety concerns, 
and bullying to national security and hate crimes, 
but the end result remained the same: the com-
plete eradication of free speech. 

Police became even more militarized and 
weaponized. Despite concerns about the govern-
ment’s steady transformation of local police into a 
standing military army, local police agencies con-
tinued to acquire weaponry, training, and equip-
ment suited for the battlefield—with full support 
from the Trump administration. There are now 
reportedly more bureaucratic (non-military) gov-
ernment civilians armed with high-tech, deadly 
weapons than U.S. Marines. 

Police waged a war on kids. So-called school 
“safety” policies, which run the gamut from zero 
tolerance policies that punish all infractions 
harshly to surveillance cameras, metal detectors, 
random searches, drug-sniffing dogs, school-wide 
lockdowns, active-shooter drills, and militarized 
police officers, turned schools into prisons and 
young people into prisoners. According to The 
Washington Post, more than 4 million children 

endured lockdowns last school year, leaving many 
traumatized. 

The American system of representative gov-
ernment was overthrown by the Deep State—also 
known as the police state also known as the mili-
tary-industrial complex—a profit-driven, mili-
taristic corporate state bent on total control and 
global domination through the imposition of mar-
tial law here at home and by fomenting wars 
abroad. When in doubt, follow the money trail. It 
always points the way. 

The takeaway: Everything the founders of this 
country feared has come to dominate in modern 
America. 

As long as we continue to allow callousness, 
cruelty, meanness, immorality, ignorance, hatred, 
intolerance, racism, militarism, materialism, vin-
dictiveness, and injustice—magnified by an echo 
chamber of nasty tweets and government-sanc-
tioned brutality—to trump justice, fairness, and 
equality, there can be no hope of prevailing against 
the police state. H 
—— 

Constitutional attorney and author John W. Whitehead is 
founder and president of The Rutherford Institute. He can be 
contacted at johnw@rutherford.org.

Strange Company: Military 
Encounters with UFOs in WWII 

 
NEW! By Keith Chester. Mankind had reached a threshold in the fourth 
decade of the 20th century. There were unprecedented scientific and tech-
nological achievements, but despite such progress, humanity was entering 
one of its darkest chapters. World War II would grip the world with terror 
for six years. During that time military personnel reported seeing numerous 
highly unconventional aircraft in all theaters of operation. These objects had 
extraordinary flight performance capabilities, came in a variety of shapes, sizes, 
and colors, and were able to travel at extraordinary speeds and avoid radar 
detection. Strange Company is the first in-depth account of unconvention-
al aircraft observed and reported by the military during World War II. It in-
cludes the reactions by military commands, their viewpoints, and theories as 
they struggled to make sense of the observations. Strange Company presents 
one of the greatest wartime mysteries, one that has been shrouded in igno-
rance for more than 60 years. And it suggests that while an immense 20th-
century war was raging on Earth, there appeared to be someone, or some-
thing, from somewhere else, watching us. Softcover, 320 pages, $18 plus $4 
S&H inside the U.S. from AFP BOOKSTORE, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to 
charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Purchase this and other great books and videos  
online at www.AmericanFreePress.net.
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By S.T. Patrick 

 
 

M
uch of the clamor that has existed in 
the media of late has been the de-
bate over the Trump decision to 
move toward ending U.S. involve-
ment in Syria. All but ignored by the 

same media and politicians have been the recent 
overtures for peace in Afghanistan that have ex-
isted between the U.S. and the Taliban.  

In December, American representatives met 
with Taliban officials in the United Arab Emirates. 
They will meet again in the Persian Gulf to “com-
plete the Afghanistan reconciliation process.” 
This is a historic step forward in the process to 
resolve America’s longest ongoing war. Yet the 
media has become blinded by the Russian angles 
of Syrian intervention.  

The United States invaded Afghanistan on Oct. 
7, 2001, almost one month after the attacks of 
9/11. The publicly stated mission was to destroy al 
Qaeda’s stronghold in Afghanistan by dethroning 
the Taliban throughout the region. Now, at over 
17 years, the war in Afghanistan is America’s sec-
ond longest war. The Vietnam War lasted 19 years. 

Reports have stated that the recent peace talks 
were initiated by the Trump administration. Pak-
istan has taken credit for urging the Taliban offi-
cials to re-engage in response. Negotiations over 
talks have existed from other administrations in 
the 17 years, but they fizzled quickly. The De-
cember talks produced positive results.  

The Emirates News Agency said that the recent 
Abu Dhabi talks “fructified in tangible results that 

are positive for all parties concerned.”  
The U.S. special envoy for Afghan reconcilia-

tion, Zalmay Khalilzad, was predictably optimistic 
about the talks. The Taliban spokesman, Zabihul-
lah Mujahid, agreed with the assessment.  

“Future negotiation meetings shall continue 
after deliberations and consultations by both sides 
with their respective leaderships,” Mujahid said. 

For the Taliban, the focal point of the negotia-
tions is the withdrawal of all NATO and U.S. 
forces from Afghanistan. Mujahid denied that ru-
mored items such as future elections, peace talks 
with Kabul, agreeing on an interim Afghan gov-
ernment, and a temporary ceasefire were dis-
cussed.  

Of course, diplomacy is often a struggle in 
minu tiae and ego. Islamabad now accuses the 
U.S. of downplaying Pakistan’s importance in 
bringing the Taliban representatives to the table. 
Pakistan may also be angered by the Trump deci-
sion to suspend hundreds of millions of dollars in 
aid to Pakistan because it has not acted decisively 
against the Taliban in recent years. Pakistan is 
also concerned that a newly departed Afghan -
istan would leave a gaping vacuum that U.S. ally 
India would move to fill. The doves that circle this 
peace process are concerned that they may end 
up as canaries in coal mines.  

And though the U.S. delegation approved fur-
ther peace talks to occur in Saudi Arabia, the Tal-
iban has stated that it will not approve the location. 
The Saudis had pushed to include the UN-backed 
Afghan government in the talks. Taliban represen-
tatives have pushed back and now openly state 
that they will go to Qatar for the talks.  

A senior Taliban member was quoted, explain-

ing the move. “Everyone is aware of the fact that 
the Afghan government wanted the U.S. and its 
allies not to leave Afghanistan, and we have paid 
a heavy price to expel all foreign forces from our 
country,” he said. 

Though it was denied as a topic on the table in 
the talks, rumors still strongly persist that what is 
being discussed is a 2019 ceasefire in Afghanistan. 
If the Trump administration can end American in-
volvement in both Syria and Afghanistan, it will be 
a foreign policy record that will be challenging to 
deny historically. That said, Democrats, neocon-
servatives, and major media outlets who profit 
mightily from war and conflict will find a way to 
darken the most silver linings.  

It was Fidel Castro who made the famous “his-
tory will absolve me” speech. He understood that 
history as a tool can heal immediate rifts. There 
will be no moment of clarity with the mainstream 
mass media, the Democratic Party, or the never-
Trump Republicans. This is a political war that ex-
ists until The Donald and Melania are helicop -
tered out of the Beltway.  

But 20 years later, when columns of achieve-
ments are listed, many are going to be surprised 
that the Trump administration fared very well on 
the issue of peace. Then they will have to recon-
cile how the man they have painted as the most 
hated personality in the world was simultane-
ously the one who negotiated for peace.          H 
—— 

 
S.T. Patrick holds degrees in both journalism and social studies educa-

tion. He spent 10 years as an educator and now hosts the “Midnight Writer 
News Show.” His email is STPatrickAFP@gmail.com. He is also an occasional  
contributor to TBR history magazine and the current managing editor of Deep 
Truth Journal (DTJ), a new conspiracy-focused publication. To get a copy of 
DTJ’s 132-page inaugural Fall/Winter 2018 edition, please send $15 (free S&H 
in U.S. for next 30 days) to FBF Books, P.O. Box 873, Locust Grove, VA 22508. 

U.S., Taliban Begin Peace Negotiations 
• After Syria, President Trump looks to exact even more peace in the Middle East 

ZALMAY KHALILZAD

According to Pakistan Today, “exploratory meetings in Pakistan between a high-level Taliban 
delegation and a representative of a prominent Afghan politician have fueled speculation of a re-
vival of long-stalled talks on ending Afghanistan’s 17-year war that kills thousands each year.”
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A False Reality 
The very toys we are given to play with are manufactured to control our 
minds. The food we are given poisons us and ensnares us in a cycle of 
addiction. The system around us ensures we have no choice but to learn 
the teachings of an elite that wishes to maintain control over us. By using 
their own methods against them, we can reveal their subtle ways. The 
simplest methods, such as AIDA are used every moment of every day. 
It begins with A, Attention. They then keep our I, Interest and build a D, 
Desire and call us to A, Action. Whether it is work, play or war, these 
methods are employed to control us and we don’t even realize it. From 
television to the Internet, from books to music, from groceries to energy, 
from politics to religion, our lives are not our own. It’s time to rip our minds 
away from the beast that devours our souls. DVD, 60 minutes plus spe-
cial features, $15. 
 A World Ruled by Evil 
Many simply watch this news without understanding it or even trying to. 
They don’t know the bigger picture, the truth about what is really hap-
pening. The truth is, what happens out there, affects us all—and all of 
these world events are happening, not by chance, but by design. All of 
our lives are being affected by just a few men who are members of an 
elite group. Their ancestors plotted and schemed just as they are doing 
today. They affect all levels of society from lawmakers and enforcers, to 
religious and political leaders, to movie makers and media moguls, as 
well as industrial giants and pharmaceutical billionaires. Through clever 
manipulation, marketing, propaganda and force, they control the world, 
but they aren’t the politicians you’re thinking of because most often the 
politicians are pawns themselves. Instead, these people are members of 
a long line, a golden thread through history that stretches back thou-
sands of years and can be traced through their own bloodline. Welcome 
to the world of a very real and powerful secret society. DVD, 60 minutes 
plus special features, $15. 

Aliens at the Pentagon  
For years, the U.S. government denied they investigated UFOs, so when 
the existence of a secret Pentagon program to study the phenomenon 
was revealed in late 2017, the bombshell revelation made headline news 
around the world. The Pentagon’s classified UFO project was so cleverly 
hidden, it didn’t even use the term “UFO” in its title. Known as the Ad-
vanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program (AATIP), this multi-mil-
lion dollar classified program researched and investigated UFOs, with 
even Congress knowing nothing about this super-secret unit. Nick Pope 
used to investigate UFOs and other unexplained phenomena for the 
British government, leading the media to call him “the real Fox Mulder.” 
Now Pope exposes the secretive workings of the Pentagon’s real-life X-
Files unit, using his past experiences to tell the incredible story as only 
an insider can. Learn the secret history of AATIP—how it studied videos 
of military jets chasing UFOs, looked at “mystery metals,” and even con-
ducted tests on encounter witnesses. This work takes us close to a de-
finitive explanation of the UFO mystery, but that explanation might not be 
the one people are hoping for, because the T in AATIP stands for “threat” 
—and there’s a reason. DVD, 70 minutes plus special features, $20. 
 

A One World Agenda: The Illuminati  
Their names have changed, their faces altered but their bloodlines re-
main the same. We see glimpses of their great and far reaching power, 
we see revolutions and war, and we succumb to their propaganda and 
manipulation again and again. Most have no idea that they are under 
the spell. In the 18th century, they emerged into the spotlight briefly to 
bring about worldwide cataclysmic change and they called themselves 
the Illuminati. Quickly they spread and embedded themselves and their 
ideals within other secret societies and have infiltrated every aspect of 
society on all sides of the fence. This is the story of the world’s most 
powerful secret and sacred order. DVD, 60 minutes, $15.

Shocking New DVDs from AFP

ORDER ANY OF THESE DVDS FROM AMERICAN FREE PRESS, 
16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. 
*Inside the U.S. add $4 S&H on orders up to $25. Add $6 S&H on orders 
from $25.01 to $50. Add $8 on orders from $50.01 to $75. Add a flat $10 

on orders over $75. (Email Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for for-
eign S&H.) For fastest ordering please call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to 
charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. You can order them online, but the special 
discount is only for AFP print readers: www.AmericanFreePress.net.

BONUS: ORDER ALL FOUR DVDs FOR JUST $58.50*—SAVE 10%!



 
By Patrick J. Buchanan 

 
 

H
ouse Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s House 
has more women, persons of color, 
and LGBT members than any House 
in history—and fewer white males. 
And recently, the day Rashida Tlaib 

was sworn in, her hand on a Koran, our first Pales-
tinian-American congresswoman showed us what 
we may expect. As a rally of leftists lustily cheered 
her on, Tlaib roared, “We’re gonna impeach the 
motherf*****!” Not only was no apology forth-
coming, the host of the New American Leaders 
event where Tlaib spoke warmly endorsed her 
gutter language. 

Her remarks, said Sayu Bhojwani, “were raw 
and honest, and came straight from the heart . . . a 
refreshing break from the canned comments our 
elected leaders usually make. Tlaib spoke with the 
fire that so many at our event wanted to hear.” 

Sunday, Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez, 29, the 
youngest member of the new House, told CNN 
there is “no question” President Donald Trump is 
a “racist,” for he regularly uses “historic dog whis-
tles of white supremacy.” 

While the Democratic Party is celebrating a di-
versity that insists that the more women, persons 
of color, and gays in leadership ranks, and the 
fewer white males, the stronger and better the 
party, has all of America embraced this as an 
ideal?  Is there no limit to the ideological, political, 
religious, racial and ethnic diversity a party and 
nation can tolerate before it comes apart? Are 
Democrats inviting an eventual Balkanization of 
their party and country? 

Consider. This week, Julian Castro, former 
mayor of San Antonio and HUD secretary, ap-
peared about to enter the race for the Democratic 
nomination. Castro has seen fellow Texan Robert 
F. O’Rourke, who goes by the nickname “Beto,” 
walk off with his Hispanic constituency in a 2018 

Senate race. Castro intends to win it back it in the 
Democratic primaries. 

Former Rep. O’Rourke has been accused of 
trying to pass himself off as Hispanic, though he 
is of Irish descent. Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.) 
suffered a near-fatal wound trying to pass herself 
off as part Cherokee Indian. 

In December, Maze Jackson, morning host of a 
radio station that reaches into Chicago’s black com-
munity, said of the mayoral election to succeed 
Rahm Emanuel, where 21 candidates have filed 
and a black woman and a Hispanic woman are the 
front-runners, “This thing is going to get so tribal.” 

The Democrat front-runners for the presidential 
nomination—Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders and 
Beto—are white males. Ranked just below are 
black senators Cory Booker and Kamala Harris. 

South Carolina is a state where a large slice of 
the Democratic vote is African-American—Jesse 
Jackson won the caucuses in 1988—and Harris 
and Booker should expect to do well if they do not 
split that vote. 

While racial and ethnic voting is not new, it ap-
pears much more intense. In the last Congress, the 
33 U.S. congressional districts with the largest 
concentrations of black voters almost all elected 
African-Americans who became members of the 
racially exclusive Black Caucus. The first two bat-
tles of 2020, Iowa and New Hampshire, are in 
states predominantly white. Warren has made sev-

eral stops in Iowa with impressive turnouts, put-
ting pressure on Biden and Sanders to decide soon. 

But while Biden is the front-runner, consider 
how far away the ex-vice president is from the 
new realities in his party. Though millennials are 
one voting bloc Democrats are courting most, 
Biden would be the oldest president ever elected. 
He was in the Senate for a decade before Ocasio-
Cortez and Tlaib were even born. Biden is an old 
white male in a party that wants the torch passed 
to women and minorities. He backed George W. 
Bush and Dick Cheney in voting for the war in 
Iraq. He backed an anti-crime bill in the early 
1990s that incarcerated individuals now gaining 
release by the latest crime bill. As Judiciary Com-
mittee chair, he presided over the hearings that re-
sulted in a vote to elevate Clarence Thomas to the 
Supreme Court. 

The Republican Party, even with the never-
Trumpers gone, still seems more united than a 
Democratic Party where the differences are not 
only ideological but also racial, religious, and 
tribal.  Ocasio-Cortez is backing a hike in the top 
federal income tax rate to 70%. Castro has sug-
gested taking a look at a top rate of 90%. How will 
this sit with the big Democratic donors? 

Biden, like Pelosi, was raised Catholic in a 
church that taught that homosexuality was im-
moral and abortion was the killing of the innocent 
unborn for which the sanction was automatic ex-
communication. Today, the Democratic Party cel-
ebrates same-sex marriage as social progress and 
regards abortion as a cherished constitutional 
right. A floor battle erupted at its 2012 Charlotte, 
N.C., convention over whether God should even 
be mentioned in the party platform. 

Yet Pelosi denounced recently the idea of build-
ing a security wall along America’s border with 
Mexico as “immoral.” No, this is not JFK’s party 
anymore. That party is long dead. H 
—— 

Pat Buchanan is a writer, commentator, and presidential candidate. 
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This Isn’t JFK’s Democratic Party  
• New generation of crude-mouthed, race-baiting leftist politicians emerge on scene

NON-TAXPAYERS: 
Have a Tax Problem? 

 

Whether your situation is civil, ad-
ministrative or criminal; state or fed-
eral, call Shawn O’Connor. Or visit 
Free Enterprise Society Services at 
shawnoconnor.org. More than 29 
years of experience. 

Call 559-298-0929 for more.

Black Salve 
and Tablets  

Same herbs in tablets as the Salve. Salve is 
good for growths on the skin, tablets 
good for internal growths and most virus 
problems. Write for order sheet and in-
formation to: Herbal Plus Products, 
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more information. 
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1-800-433-9553 
FUEL OF LIFE 

By Nobel Prize Winner Albert Szentgyorgy!  
Heart Attack Survival Discovery. Like an electric defibrillator 
or pacemaker, the extra energy from this water (blood is 94% 
water) may save your life! Now we know why The Washing-
ton Post Investigative article 1/27/92 said: “This water will cure 
anything from cancer to diabetes!” Video Proof: By changing 
water properties, this water produces 31 times more energy 
than ordinary water!! Called the “Fuel of Life” by Nobel Prize 
Winner Albert Szentgyorgy! Join the Water Revolution with 
the help of the National Institutes of Health: NIH.gov.

Free Bottled Water Sample: 570-296-0214 
Order a Machine: 845-754-8696 

Listen to a Recording: 800-433-9553 
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Today, Democrats celebrate 
same-sex marriage as 
social progress and 

abortion as a cherished 
constitutional right.



 
By John Friend 

 
 

T
wo recent tragic cases highlight the 
danger illegal aliens pose to U.S. citi-
zens, particularly in so-called sanctu-
ary states like California that largely 
forbid state and local law enforcement 

agencies from coordinating and cooperating with 
federal immigration authorities. 

In late December, Gustavo Garcia, a 36-year-
old illegal alien with a lengthy criminal record 
who had previously been deported from the U.S. 
on two separate occasions, went on a violent 
criminal rampage in Tulare County in central 
California before being killed in a high-speed 
chase with California law enforcement officers. 

Garcia’s rampage began on the afternoon of 
Sunday, Dec. 16 when he shot and wounded a 
local farm worker and then proceeded to rob a 
local convenience store at gunpoint, stealing 
roughly $2,000 in cash. Later that day, Garcia 
shot a female guest at a Motel 6 in the chest and 
arm. Neither the farm worker nor the female 
shot by Garcia suffered life-threatening injuries. 

In the early morning hours of Monday, Dec. 
17, Garcia’s violent crime spree continued, as he 
shot up a gas station in the area, killing one man 
who police identified as Rocky Paul Jones, 51. 
Garcia then fired shots in the backyard of his 
girlfriend’s house where he had been living, be-
fore leaving and being pursued by sheriff’s 
deputies. During the chase, Garcia fired shots at 
officers before wrecking his car. 

He then proceeded to steal another vehicle 

and led officers on yet another high-speed chase 
at speeds approaching 100 miles per hour. Dur-
ing the chase, multiple vehicles were struck, re-
sulting in serious injuries to several of the 
unfortunate victims of Garcia’s rampage. Fol-
lowing the final accident Garcia caused during 

the chase, the violent criminal, who had been liv-
ing illegally in the United States for an unknown 
period of time, was thrown from the stolen ve-
hicle and died. 

Garcia is believed to have committed at least 
11 different crimes during the rampage, includ-
ing an officer-involved shooting, homicide, and 
robbery. Incredibly, he had been in police cus-
tody just two days prior to his criminal rampage 
for being under the influence of a controlled sub-
stance and had a long criminal record, including 
multiple assaults with a deadly weapon, con-
tributing to the delinquency of a minor, vandal-
ism, and possession of a controlled substance, 
according to news reports. 

The Visalia Times-Delta, a news outlet in the 
area, reported that Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) officials had alerted local 
law enforcement officials that Garcia was a 
known violent criminal who had been deported 
in 2004 and again in 2014. He had already served 
27 months in federal prison for illegally re-en-
tering the country yet managed to evade immi-
gration authorities. ICE agents had apparently 
issued an immigration hold for Garcia when he 
was in police custody just prior to the deadly 
rampage, yet the hold was not honored due to 
California’s sanctuary-state laws, and Garcia was 
released. 

“This is an unfortunate and extremely tragic 
example of how public safety is impacted with 
laws or policies limiting local law enforcement 
agencies’ ability to cooperate with ICE,” the 
agency said in a statement published by the 
Times-Delta. 

“The Tulare County Sheriff’s Office is equally 

Will Immigration Bloodshed Continue? 
• American citizens continue to be the tragic victims of sanctuary policies
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You Can Fix Your Brain: Just One Hour a Week to the 
Best Memory, Productivity and Sleep You’ve Ever Had  

 
By Tom O’Bryan, with a foreword by Mark Hyman  

We’ve all experienced brain fog—misplaced keys, forgotten facts, a general feeling that you’re just feel-
ing off today. And many of us will experience that “fog” manifesting as something more permanent—
either in ourselves or our loved ones. No matter what your current brain health state may be, You Can 

Fix Your Brain will enable and empower you to take concrete steps that will make an immediate difference in 
your brain’s vitality, clarity, and energy. Your memory will improve, fogginess will disappear, you’ll be less tired 
all the time, and much more. And, you’ll learn that these aren’t empty promises. Dr. Tom O’Bryan, author of The 
Autoimmune Fix, knows how to create lasting changes in health, and he’s here to share them with you. It’s a 
step-by-step approach to better cognitive function—being selective about what’s on your fork, what’s in your en-
vironment, and how you take care of yourself can make a world of difference. With only one hour a week of prac-
tice, in six months, you can say goodbye to brain fog and welcome a better long-term memory and a sharper 
mind. Softcover, 400 pages, $27 plus $6 inside the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET.

Fellow police officers carry the body of their 
slain colleague Cpl. Ronil Singh during his fu-
neral on Jan. 5, in Modesto, Calif. Singh was 
killed by an illegal alien who had several previ-
ous arrests and should no longer have been in 
the United States at all.



as frustrated with this situation,” Tulare County 
Sheriff Mike Boudreaux said following the tragic 
incident. “Because of California law, detainers 
can no longer be recognized by local law en-
forcement.” 

In a separate and equally tragic incident that 
also took place in California, six individuals with 
dubious immigration status have been arrested 
in connection with the murder of a California po-
lice officer who had legally immigrated to the 
United States. Police Cpl. Ronil Singh of the 
Newman Police Department, who was described 
as an “American patriot” by Newman Police 
Chief Randy Richardson, was murdered the day 
after Christmas when he was shot by Gustavo 
Perez Arriaga, a 32-year-old illegal alien who had 
two previous DUI convictions. Singh had pulled 
over Arriaga for suspicion of drunk driving in the 
early morning hours of Wednesday, Dec. 26. Ar-
riaga shot the officer before fleeing the scene, re-
sulting in Singh’s tragic death. 

Two days later, police arrested Arriaga and 
two accomplices, all believed to be living in the 
U.S. illegally: Adrian Virgen, 25, Arriaga’s brother, 
and Erik Razo Quiroz, 32, a co-worker of Ar-
riaga’s. According to Stanislaus County Sheriff 
Adam Christianson, Arriaga was a known gang 
member who worked on local dairy farms. Chris-
tianson also said that Virgen and Quiroz were ar-
rested because “they intentionally lied to us and 
misled us,” according to local reports. Both men 
now face a charge of being accessories after the 
fact to a felony. 

Three other individuals were also later ar-
rested in neighboring Kern County for their role 
in helping Arriaga evade law enforcement au-
thorities and attempt to flee the country to Mex-
ico following the murder. Kern County Sheriff 
Donny Youngblood announced charges against 
Bernabe Madrigal Castaneda, 59, Erasmo Ville-
gas, 36 and Maria Luisa Moreno, 57, all of Bak-
ersfield, who were arrested on charges of aiding 
and abetting Arriaga. 

In the aftermath of the officer’s murder, Chris-
tianson expressed frustration with California’s 
sanctuary laws, which hinder local and state law 
enforcement agencies from cooperating with 
federal immigration officials. 

“We should have been allowed to report him 
to ICE,” Christianson said in a press conference 
after the arrests, referring to Arriaga, “but be-
cause of sanctuary laws we could not.” 

Had Arriaga not been in the country, “the out-
come could have been different,” Christianson 
lamented. “Why are we providing sanctuary for 
criminals? For gang members?” 

At the news conference, Christianson empha-
sized that his deputies are not interested in en-
forcing immigration law. “That’s not our job,” 
Christianson stated. “But law enforcement 
should be able to turn people over to ICE who 
are gang members who victimize and exploit 
others.” 

These tragic incidents will no doubt inflame 
the already intense debate over immigration in 
this country. H 
——  

John Friend is a freelance author based in California.
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Two Impressive, Non-GMO, 
Non-Chinese Vitamin C Products 
from AFP Whole Body Vitamins

Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy 
Vitamin C Drink Mix 

 
Cardio-C™ (Pauling-therapy) Drink Mix provides Linus 
Pauling's specific vitamin C and lysine recommendations 
for the prevention and treatment of chronic cardiovascular 
disease. Vitamin C is China-FREE™Quali-C.® The pleasant 
tasting Cardio-C drink mix powder provides 30 servings 
and a scoop. The formula includes the important amino 
acid proline. No excipients. Add one or 2 scoops to a tall 
glass of water and reap the benefits. 
 
1 to 2 jars Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy Drink Mix recom-
mended per month. Two jars provides Nobel Prize winner 
Linus Pauling's minimum therapeutic amounts of both vi-
tamin C and lysine. 
 
1-2 jars per month recommended. $40 per jar. 

Add $4 S&H in the U.S. per order.  
 

ALL-C Vitamin C Capsules 
(Quali-C®, non-Chinese) 

 
ALL-C Vitamin C Capsule product is a top-notch DSM 
Quali-C® vitamin C in plant-based capsules. Ascorbyl 
palmitate (another form of vitamin C) is the only filler 
which is required for manufacturing.   
Take advantage of this opportunity to purchase the best 
vitamin C (non-Chinese) at affordable prices.    
The vitamin C as ascorbic acid and sodium ascorbate made 
from China-FREE™ European Quali-C® is guaranteed “not 
made in China,” is certified GMO-free, and has been 
tested to be 100% corn free. 
 

120 capsules per bottle. $29. 
Add $4 S&H in the U.S. per order.

ORDERING  
Order these products from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, 
MD 20774 or call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Please email 
Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for S&H to Canada or Mexico. These products are 
researched and manufactured by the Vitamin C Foundation.*   
*The Vitamin C Foundation recommends that every man, woman and child take 1000 mg of vitamin C three times per day (a 
total of 3000 mg per day). The U.S. recommended intake is 60-95 mg per day. The foundation’s recommendation is more than 
30 times what the U.S. Government's National Academy of Sciences recommends (75-90 mg), and 15 times more than what 
the Linus Pauling Institute and the Levin group at the National Institutes of Health recommend (200 mg). Linus Pauling recom-
mended 2 to 6 times the Foundation's vitamin C RDA (6000 to 18,000 mg vitamin C). Always consult a medical professional 
before beginning a regimen of vitamins. 

NOTE: If you don’t want to buy vitamin C from AFP, the only other company we endorse is Carotec Inc. in Naples, Florida.

Though vitamin C is a tried and 
true product, the FDA requires that 

we run the following disclaimer: 
“Statements and products in 
this advertisement have not 
been evaluated by the FDA. 

These products are not intended 
to diagnose, treat, cure, or 

prevent any disease.”



 
By Dr. Kevin Barrett 

 
 

A
merica’s mainstream propaganda me-
dia keep telling us to hate Iran. 
Trump’s key advisors, Secretary of 
State Mike Pompeo and National Se-
curity Advisor John Bolton, and neo-

con-influenced outlets like Fox and Breitbart, hate 
Iran even more than the liberal media does. So I 
expect to make few friends, and quite a few ene-
mies on all sides of the spectrum, by saying that 
in many respects Iran’s Islamic Revolution, which 
turns 40 years old this February, would be a good 
model for American renewal. 

Disclaimer: I will be traveling to Tehran in Feb-
ruary for a New Horizons NGO conference cele-

brating the 40th anniversary of the Islamic Revo-
lution. In the past I have traveled to New Horizons 
conferences in Iran alongside people like former 
Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska), ex-U.S. Army psy-
ops officer Scott Bennett, former Defense De-
partment Senior Security Policy Analyst F. 
Michael Maloof, and Culture Wars magazine edi-
tor E. Michael Jones. What’s more, I was respon-
sible for getting all four of those patriotic, highly 
accomplished Americans invited to Iran. I have 
been friends with some of the New Horizons or-
ganizers since 2012 and agree with them that 
Americans are sadly misinformed about the Is-
lamic Republic and its relations with the U.S. 

It is one thing to say that the United States 
should mend fences with Iran. Many mainstream 
experts agree on that, but it is quite another to say 
the U.S. should consider emulating the Islamic 
Republic. Isn’t Iran a theocracy? Doesn’t the 
Supreme Leader have quasi-dictatorial powers? 
How could the U.S. possibly follow such a model? 

I am certainly not calling for an American Is-
lamic republic presided over by Shia religious 
scholars. Though come to think of it, that would-
n’t be any worse than what we have now. Instead 
I want to suggest that we should consider being 
faithful to our own unique identity in the same 
way Iran is faithful to its identity. And just as 
Iran’s identity as a fully independent, democratic-
republican, anti-imperialist, anti-international-
banker Islamic nation with a Persian-dominant 
ethnic history grows out of its 1979 revolution, 
America’s ostensible identity as a fully independ-
ent, democratic-republican, anti-imperialist, anti-
international-banker Enlightenment-Christian na-
tion with a European-dominant ethnic history 
grows out of our revolution of 1776. 

The big difference is that Iran is holding stead-
fast to its revolutionary Islamic republican prin-
ciples, while the U.S. has treasonously betrayed 
its own identity. We should emulate Iran not by 
adopting theocracy but by returning to the prin-
ciples of our revolution and sticking by them even 
when powerful foreign interests pressure us to 
abandon them. 

The Iranian Islamic Revolution of 1979, like the 
American Revolution of 1776, was in essence a re-
volt against the world’s biggest empire of the time 
and against the international bankers who owned 
that empire. In both cases, the bankster empire 
was trying to impose its ideology on its occupied 
colony: The British Empire of 1776 represented 
royalty and authoritarianism, while the American 
revolutionaries embraced anti-authoritarian, 
democratic-republican Enlightenment thought.  

Likewise, the U.S.-Zionist Empire of 1979 rep-
resented secular-humanist, globalist, capitalist 
materialism, while Iran’s Islamic revolutionaries 
wanted national independence and a return to 
their own Islamic tradition.  

Interestingly, the Iranian revolution did not re-
ject democratic-republicanism, but instead en-
shrined it in its constitution. Today, Iran is the 
Middle East’s only genuine democracy, with a 

supreme leader who is himself popularly if indi-
rectly elected, and who enjoys powers compara-
ble to the American president and chief justice. 

Both the American and Iranian revolutions 
quickly came under attack by the forces of em-
pire. The British, unhappy with the loss of their 
American colonies and bent on revenge, burned 
Washington, D.C. to the ground in the War of 
1812, fomented the southern secession of 1860, 
seized control of America’s currency in 1913, and 
dragged the U.S. into two world wars it had no 
business fighting. 

The 1979 American Empire, guided by New 
York bankers and their City of London and House 
of Rothschild friends, likewise tried to overthrow 
Iran’s Islamic Revolution. George H.W. Bush and 
Donald Rumsfeld armed Saddam Hussein to the 
teeth with chemical weapons, which during the 
1980s U.S.-imposed war were unleashed in vast 
quantity against the people of Iran—a much big-
ger catastrophe than Americans suffered when 
Washington, D.C. was burned by the British in 
1812.  

After the Empire’s then-puppet Saddam Hus-
sein failed to overthrow the Islamic Republic, the 
Zionist-imperialists continued to plot against Iran, 
culminating in the 9/11 false-flag operation. As 
former National Security Council member Gwen -
yth Todd recently stated on my “Truth Jihad” 
radio show, the purpose of the U.S. invasions of 
Iraq and Afghanistan was to surround Iran with 
U.S. bases—and then invade and overthrow the 
Islamic Republic on behalf of Israel. 

Bottom line: Both the U.S. and Iran face the 
same enemy: the Zionists. We Americans should 
resist and expel them—as Iran has—and regain 
our independence. H 
———

 
Kevin Barrett, Ph.D., is an Arabist-Islamologist scholar and one of Amer-

ica’s best-known critics of the War on Terror. From 1991 through 2006, Dr. Bar-
rett taught at colleges and universities in San Francisco, Paris, and Wisconsin. 
In 2006, however, he was attacked by Republican state legislators who called 
for him to be fired from his job at the University of Wisconsin-Madison due to 
his political opinions. 
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Iran’s Revolution Turns 40 
• Americans should realize we are fighting the same enemies

Ayatollah Khomenei inspired his people to revolt 
against the puppet shah in 1979. Since that time, 
despite unending threats from the U.S., the Iran-
ian republic has held true to its core principles.

LeBeauBooks.com 

Free Searches – Find Local Doctors 
 

. . . who practice integrative medicine with nutri-
tion, diet, immunotherapy, chelation and herbal 
remedies. Naturopaths and Oriental Medicine. 

 
Search range is 5 to 100 miles from your 

zip code. No computer? No problem! 
 

Call 414-231-9817. For $15 we will search 4 
databases, print and mail it to you First Class. 
 
Special Reports by Conrad LeBeau 

 
No 161—Therapeutic Baths 
Apple Cider Vinegar and epsom salts give fast 
relief from sore knees, leg cramps, aching mus-
cles and joints and psoriasis. Other skin 
issues—try hydrogen peroxide and/or aloe 
vera juice. $5 for 8-page report.  
No 163 –Vitamin D Risks 
Case reports and scientific research on long-
term use of high doses of synthetic vitamin D3 
(cholecalciferol) causing calcification of the 
arteries, strokes and kidney failure. Safe natural 
sources of vitamin D are discussed. $5 for this 
8-page report. 
 
Books by C. LeBeau & Dr. Ron Peters M.D. 
 

• Immune Restoration Handbook, 4th Ed. 
• Hydrogen Peroxide and Aloe Vera 
• Remedies for Intestinal Health 

• Insomnia and Cell Phones 
 

Mon-Thu 10 am to 4 pm CT 
Call 414-231-9817 

www.lebeaubooks.com  
Order online or call 

for a FREE color brochure.



The mainstream media is floating 
criticism of President Donald 
Trump’s attack on the Fed with con-
stant disinformation to the benefit of 
the criminal bankers. Not being any 
friend of Trump, I have to believe 
that he does understand something 
about money—or rather about bank 
credit pretending to be money. He 
seems to know that the more “in-
terest” (usury) that the criminal ex-
change medium sucks out of the 
economy, the richer the already-
too-rich stockholders get while tak-
ing away the general public’s abili-
ty to have any economy at all by rais-
ing costs while reducing the amount 
of usable credit (debt). 

ANTHONY SNOW 
California 

 

SPLC Totally Flawed 
 
Glen Allen [whose lawsuit was 

featured in the Dec. 17 & Dec. 24, 
2018, issue of AFP] has a good case 
if he can get a fair hearing. The 
Southern Poverty Law Center’s 
(SPLC) biggest money maker, its an-
nual “Hate Map” fundraising tool, is 
demonstrably flawed from the out-
set. Of the 950-odd “groups” the 
company claimed for 2017, fully 
300 were merely marked as 
“statewide,” meaning the SPLC pro-
vides no corroborating information, 
such as a known city or town, what-
soever. 

Other alleged “groups” have been 
pinpointed to such nebulous re-
gions as “Northern California” and 
“Western Pennsylvania.” Two al-
leged neo-Nazi gangs have been at 
large in “Incomplete, Indiana,” and 
“Incomplete, Georgia” for years. 

All we have is the company’s 

word for it, and the company has a 
multi-million-dollar incentive to 
keep the number of alleged “hate 
groups” as high as the market will 
bear. 

Fortunately for the SPLC, no one 
in the media is willing to perform 
even the most rudimentary fact 
checks on the company’s claims. 

RICHARD KEEFE 
New Jersey 

 

Let it Fall in the Ocean? 
 
[In regard to the California elec-

tions article in the Dec. 17 & 24 is-
sue] I was born in California in 
1963. I’ve lived out-of-state for 20 
years, but I’ve been back a few 
times, and I’m disgusted by what has 
happened to a once great place to 
live. It’s overrun by illegal immi-
grants from Mexico and crazy com-

munists from every square inch of 
the planet. I fear it is a lost cause and 
America would be best served if it 
did fall into the ocean. 

M. EDWARD 
New Mexico 

 

Not the Only Liar . . .  
Plea bargaining usually appeals 

more to a prosecutor with a weak 
case or on a tight budget. The De-
partment of Justice, however, isn’t a 
tightwad. The accused agrees to lie 
and plead guilty to a lesser offense. 
Knowing this, the defense counsel 
agrees to plead his client guilty to a 
crime he knows he didn’t commit—
and there is an implied guarantee of 
a reduced sentence for penalty. The 
judge knows they’re both lying. All 
three then agree that a lie is the 
truth, and the deal is done. 

Think what you will about presi-
dent Donald Trump. He says his 
lawyer, Michael Cohen, was telling 
the truth to Congress but is lying 
now to save his skin. A plea bargain 
being what it is, Cohen’s obviously 
a liar—and not the only one. 

ROBERT WHEATON 
Texas 

 

Single Party Rule 
 
California is a single party rule 

state. Sound familiar? The commu-
nists will create laws to benefit 
themselves and strike down any 
that doesn’t. No one else has a say 
in that state. We can’t let the cancer 
spread. The bought-and-paid-for Re-
publicans haven’t done anything to 
stop it, either. 

NICK PIERSON 
California 

 

He Who Is Without Sin 
 
In regard to the article in which 

many are “pointing their finger” at 
Trump for his alleged affair with 
Stormy Daniels, I would repeat an 
old Biblical saying: “He who is with-
out sin, cast the first stone.” 

JOHN DACARDI 
Arizona
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Media Floats Disinfo to Protect Fed

Send Us Your Opinion  
Write: Letters Editor, AFP, 16000 Trade 

Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 
20774. Send your emails to editor@ameri-
canfreepress.net. Note: Please leave your 
phone number in your letter and, if possible, 
we will call you.

Letters
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Three things can’t be 
long hidden: the Sun, 
the Moon and . . .  
the Truth . . .

❏  I have already included THE FOUNDATION TO DEFEND 
THE FIRST AMENDMENT and/or AMERICAN FREE PRESS in 

my will or beneficiary designation. 
 

❏  Please send me information about easy ways to enure 
my legacy and that of AMERICAN FREE PRESS. 

 

❏  I would like to speak to an officer of AFP about 
making a gift or bequest. Please call me. I list the 

best phone number to do so at right. 
 
You may also call 202-544-5977 to speak to an AFP or FDFA  
representative or email chris@AmericanFreePress.net. 

Name _____________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

Phone _____________________________________________ 

Email _____________________________________________ 

Mail to: FOUNDATION TO DEFEND THE FIRST AMENDMENT 
  c/o Legacy Department 
  16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406 
  Upper Marlboro, MD 20774 

Help us make sure the Sun never sets on 
freedom of speech and our message of 
truth is not extinguished. We still have 

much work to do. By including AMERICAN FREE 
PRESS and/or THE FOUNDATION TO DEFEND THE 
FIRST AMENDMENT in your will, trust or benefici-
ary designation, you can pass on your love of truth 
and history to future generations. These gifts cost 
you nothing now and allow you to change your 
beneficiaries at any time. 

For those of you who are concerned about 
losing a large portion of any bequest to the Internal 
Revenue Service and seeing your hard-earned mon-
ey help fund the questionable behavior of the U.S. 
government, AFP’s partner in these efforts, The 
FOUNDATION TO DEFEND THE FIRST AMENDMENT, 
stands ready to assist. While AFP is NOT a tax-free 
entity, FDFA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organi-
zation that is able to disperse grants when and if  
AFP needs help without this concern. 

Call us at 202-544-5977 Mon.-Thu. 9-5 to 
talk to a representative. 

If you would rather correspond by mail, use 
the form below and return to FDFA c/o Legacy 
Department, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. We will re-
spond to your request promptly!

✁
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